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Bandwidth-efficient data transmission over telephone and radio
channels is made possible by the use of adaptive equalization to
compensateforthetime
dispersion introduced by the channel.
Spurred by practical applications, a steady research effort over the
last t w o decades has produced a rich bodyof literature in adaptive
equalization and the related more general fields of reception of
digital signals, adaptivefiltering, and system identification. This
tutorial paper gives an overview of the current state of the art in
adaptive equalization. In thefirst part of the paper, the problem of
intersymbol interference ( 1 9 ) and the basic concept of transversal
equalizers are introduced followed by a simplified description of
some practical adaptive equalizer structures and their properties.
Related applications of adaptive filters and implementation a p
proaches are discussed. Linear and nonlinear receiver structures,
their steadystate performance and sensitivity to timing phase are
presented in some depthin the next part.It is shown that a
fractionally spaced equalizer can serveas the optimumreceive filter
for any receiver. Decision-feedback equalization, decision-aidedIS1
cancellation,and adaptive filtering for maximum-likelihood se
quence estimation are presented in a common framework.The next
t w o parts of the paper are devoted to a discussion of the convergence and steadystateproperties of least mean-square (LMS) adap
tationalgorithms,includingdigitalprecision
considerations, and
three classes of rapidly converging adaptive equalization algorithms: namely, orthogonalized LMS, periodic or cyclic, and recursive leastsquares algorithms. An attempt is made throughout
the paper to describe important principles and results in a heuristic
manner, without formal proofs, using simple mathematical notation
where possible.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapidly increasingneedforcomputercommunications has been met primarilyby higher speed data transmissionover
the widespread networkofvoice-bandwidth
channels developed for voice communications. A modulator-demodulator (modem) is required to carry digital signals over these analogpassband (nominally 300- to 3000-Hz)
channels by translating binary data to voice-frequency signals and back (Fig. 1). The thrust toward common carrier
digital transmission facilities has also resulted in application
of modem technology to line-of-sight
terrestrial radio and
satellite transmission, and recentlyto subscriber loops.
Analog channels deliver corrupted and transformed versions of their inputwaveforms. Corruption of the waveform
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-usuallystatistical-may
be additiveand/ormultiplicative, because of possiblebackgroundthermal
noise, impulse noise, and fades. Transformations performed by the
channel are frequencytranslation,nonlinearorharmonic
distortion, and time dispersion.
In telephonelines,timedispersion
results whenthe
channelfrequency
responsedeviates
fromthe
idealof
constantamplitude
and linear phase (constant delay).
Equalization, which dates back to the use of loading coilsto
improve the characteristics of twisted-pair telephone cables
forvoicetransmission,
compensates for these nonideal
characteristics by filtering.
Asynchronousmodemtransmittercollects
an integral
number of bits of
data at a time and encodes them into
symbolsfortransmission
at thesignaling
rate. In pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM), each signal is a pulse whose
e.g., ampliamplitude level is determined by the symbol,
tudes of -3, -1, 1, and 3 for quaternary transmission. In
bandwidth-efficient digital communication systems, the effectof
each symboltransmitted
over atime-dispersive
channel extends beyond the time interval used to represent
that symbol. The distortion caused by the resulting overlap
of received symbols is called intersymbol interference ( 6 1 )
[54]. This distortion is one of the major obstacles to reliable
high-speeddatatransmission
over low-background-noise
channels of limited bandwidth. In its broad sense, the term
“equalizer”applies
to anysignal
processingdevicedesigned to deal with ISI.
It was recognized early in the quest forhigh-speed
( W - b i t / s andhigher rate)data transmission over telephone channels
that
rather
precise compensation, or
equalization, is required to reducetheintersymbolinterference introduced bythechannel.
In addition, in most
practical
situations
the
channel
characteristics
are not
known beforehand. For medium-speed(up to 2400-bit/s)
modems, which effectively transmit 1 bit/Hz, it is usually
adequate to designand use a compromise(orstatistical)
equalizer which compensates for the average of the range
of expectedchannelamplitudeand
delaycharacteristics.
However, the variation in the characteristics within a class
of channels as in thelines found in theswitched telephone network, is large enough so that automatic adaptive
speeds higher
equalization is used nearlyuniversallyfor
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Fig. 1.

Datatransmissionsystem.

than 2400 bits/s. Even 2400-bit/s modems nowoften
incorporate this feature.
Voice-bandtelephonemodems
maybe classified into
oneofthree
categoriesbased on intendedapplication:
namely,for two-wire public switched telephone network
(PSTN), four-wire point-to-point leased lines, and four-wire
multipoint leased lines. PSTN modems can achieve 2400bit/s
two-wire
full-duplex
transmission by sending 4
bits/symbol and using frequency division
to separate the
signals in the two directions of transmission. Two-wire
full-duplex modemsusingadaptiveechocancellation
are
n o w available for 2400- and W - b i t / s transmission. Adaptive echo cancellation in conjunction with coded modulation will pave the way to %Oo-bit/s full-duplex operation
over two-wire PSTN circuits in the near future. At this time,
commercially available leased-line modems operateat rates
up to 16.8 kbits/s over conditioned point-to-point circuits,
and up to 9.6 kbits/s over unconditioned multipoint circuits. An adaptive equalizeris an essential component of all
these modems. (See [27] for a historical note on voice-band
modem development.)
In radio and underseachannels, IS1 is due to multipath
propagation [87], [%I, which may be viewed as transmission
through a group of channels with differing relative amplitudes and delays. Adaptive equalizers
are capable of correcting for IS1 due to multipath in the same way as IS1 from
lineardistortionin
telephone channels. In radio-channel
applications, an array ofadaptive equalizerscanalso
be
used to perform djversity combining andcancel
interference or jamming sources [6],[72]. One special requireable to
ment of radio-channel equalizers is thattheybe
track thetime-varyingfading
characteristics typicallyencountered. The convergence rate oftheadaptation
algorithm employed then becomes important during normal
data transmission[87]. This is particularly true for3-kHz-wide
ionospheric high-frequency (HF), 3- to 30-MHz, radio channels which suffer from severe time dispersion and relatively
rapid time variation and fading. Adaptive equalization has
also beenappliedtoslowlyfading
tropospheric scatter
microwave digital radios, in the 4- to 11-GHz bands, at rates
up to 200 Mbits/s [82].
In the last decade there has been considerable interest in
techniques for full-duplex data transmission atrates up to
144 kbits/s over two-wire (nonloaded twisted-copper pair)
subscriber loops [2],[22],[69], [I&], [112]. Two competing
are timeschemes forachievingfull-duplextransmission
compressionmultiplex or burstmodeandadaptiveecho
cancellation. Some form of adaptive equalization is desirable, if not indispensible, for these baseband modems due
to a number of factors: high transmission rates specially for
theburst-mode scheme, attenuationdistortion based on
the desiredrange of subscriber loop lengthsand gauges,
and the presence of bridged taps, which cause additional
time dispersion.
The first part of this paper, intended primarily for those
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not familiar with the field, is a simplified introduction to
intersymbol interference and transversal equalizers, and an
overview of some practical adaptive equalizer structures. In
the concluding sections of the first part, we briefly mention
other related applications of adaptive filters (such as echo
cancellation, noise cancellation, and prediction) and
discuss
past and present implementation approaches.
Before presenting the introductory material, however,
it
seems appropriate to summarize the major areas of work in
adaptive equalization, with reference to key papers and to
sections of this articlewhere these topics are discussed.
(The interested reader should refer to Lucky [59] and Price
[83] for a comprehensive survey of the literature and extensive bibliographies of work up to the early 1970s.) Unfortunately, use of some as yet undefined technical terms in
the following paragraphs is unavoidable at this stage.
Nyquist’s telegraph transmission theory [I151 in 1928 laid
thefoundationfor
pulsetransmission over band-limited
analog channels. In 1960, Widrow and Hoff [I091 presented
a least mean-square (LMS) error adaptive filtering scheme
which has beenthe workhorseadaptiveequalizationalgorithm for the last decade and a half. However, research
on adaptive equalization of PAM systems in the early 1960s
centered on the basic theory and structure of zero-forcing
transversal or tapped-delay-line equalizers with symbol intervaltapspacing
[SS],
[56].
In parallel,thetheoryand
structureof linear receiveand transmitfilters [116],[I171
weredevelopedwhichminimize
mean-square errorfor
time-dispersiveadditive Gaussiannoise channels [31]. By
the late I%Os, LMS adaptive equalizers had been described
and understood [33],[54],[&I]. It was recognized that over
highly dispersive channels even the best linear receiver falls
considerably short of the matched filter performance bound,
obtained by considering the reception of an isolated transmitted pulse [54]. Considerable research followed on the
theory of optimum nonlinear receiver structures under various optimality criteria related to error probability [I], [59],
[87]. This culminated in the development of the maximumallikelihood sequenceestimator [24] usingtheViterbi
gorithm [25] and adaptive versions of such a receiver [17],
[51],[61],[62], [MI, [89],[103]. Another branch of research
concentrated on a particularly simple suboptimum receiver
structure known as the decision-feedback equalizer [3], [4],
[12], [32], [71], (831, [93]. Linear feedback, or infinite impulse
response (IIR), adaptive filters [47] have not been applied as
adaptive equalizers due to lack of guaranteed stability, lack
ofaquadratic
performance surface, andaminorperformancegainover
transversal equalizers [87]. As the advantages of double-sideband suppressed-carrier quadrature
amplitudemodulation (QAM) over single-sideband (SSB)
and vestigial-sideband (VSB) modulation were recognized,
previously known PAM equalizers were extended to complex-valued structures suitable for joint equalization of the
in-phase and quadraturesignals in a Q A M receiver [IS], [16],
[49], [ a ] , [119]. Transversal and decision-feedback equalizers
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with forward-filter tap spacing that is less than the symbol
interval were suggested in the late 1960s and early 1970s [6],
[58], [71].These fractionally spaced equalizerswere first
used in commercial telephone line modems
[26],[53] and
military tropospheric scatter radio systems [I141 in the mid
1970s. Their theory and many performance advantages over
conventional “symbol-spaced”equalizers
have beenthe
subject of several articles [39],[45], [W], (1041. The timing
phase sensitivity of themean-square error of symbol-spaced
[64], fractionally spaced [45], [W], [104], and decision-feedback [94] equalizers has also been a research topic in the
1970s. Recently,interest in a nonlineardecision-aidedreceiver structure [85]now known as an IS1 canceller has been
revived by using a fractionally
spaced equalizer as a matched
filter [34], [W].
In the second part of the paper we develop the various
receiver structures mentioned above and present their important steady-stateproperties. The first two sections are
devoted to the definition of the baseband equivalent channelmodelandthe
developmentof an optimum receive
filter
which
must
precede
further
linear
or
nonlinear
processing at the symbol rate. The nextsection on linear
receivers shows that while the conventional, matched-filter
plus symbol-spaced equalizer, and fractionallyspaced forms
of a linear receiver are equivalent when each is unrestricted
(infinite in length),
a
finite-length
fractionally
spaced
equalizer has significant advantages compared with a practical version of the conventional linear receiver. Nonlinear
receivers are presented in the fourth section with a discussionofdecision-feedback
equalizers, decision-aided IS1
cancellation, and adaptive versions of the maximum-likelihood sequence estimator. The final section of this
part of
the paper addresses timing phase sensitivity.Afew
importanttopicswhich
have beenexcludeddue
to space
limitations are: adaptive equalization of nonlinearities
[SI,
[21], diversity-combining adaptive equalizer arrays to combatselective fades andinterference in radiochannels [6],
[72], [114], and a particular passband equalizer structure [ I l l ,
[771.
Until the early 1970s most of the equalization literature
was devoted to equalizer structures and steady-state analysis [59], partly due tothe difficulty of analyzing the transient
performance of practical adaptive equalization algorithms.
Since then somekeypapers[38],[65],
[102], [ I l l ] have
contributed to theunderstanding of the convergence of the
L M S stochastic update algorithm for transversal equalizers,
including the effect ofchannel characteristicson the rate of
convergence. The third part of this paper is devoted to this
subject and a discussion of digital precision considerations
[7], [13], [36], [38]. The important topic of decision-directed
convergence [60],I661 andself-recoveringadaptiveequalization algorithms [42], [95] has been omitted.
The demand for polleddata communication systems using

Fig. 2.

multipoint modems [26] which require fast setup at the
central site receiver has led to the study of fast converging
equalizers using a short preamble or trainingsequence. The
fourth part of this paper summarizes three classes of fastconverging equalization algorithms. Some of the early work
on thistopic
was directedtowardorthogonalized
LMS
algorithms for partial responsesystems [8], [75], [MI. Periodic or cyclicsequences for equalizer training and methods
for fast startup based on such sequences have been widely
used in practice [43], [70], [76], [90], [9l]. The third class of
fast converging algorithms are self-orthogonalizing [37]. In
1973, Godard [41] described how theKalman filtering algorithm can be used to estimate the LMS equalizer coefficient vector at each symbol interval. This was later recognized [20] to be a formof recursive leastsquares (RLS)
estimation problem. Development of computationally efficient RLS algorithms has recently been a subject of intense
research activity [46], [73], [78], [79], (871 leading to transversal [IO], [ I l l , [20] and lattice [52],[63],[74], [%I, [97], [I271
forms of the algorithm.Some of these algorithms have been
applied to adaptive equalizers for HF radiomodems [87],
[I261 which need to track a relatively rapidly time-varying
channel. However, the extra complexity of these algorithms
has so far prevented application to the startup problem of
telephoneline modemswhereperiodicequalization
[43]
and othercost-effectivetechniques,
e&, [26],[125],are
applicable.
Block leastsquares methods are widely used in speech
coding [46], [I221 to derive new adaptive filter parameters
for each frame of the nonstationary speech waveform. Block
implementationsof adaptive filters have been suggested
[130, andreferencestherein]wherethefiltercoefficients
are updated once per block, and the output
samples are
computed a block at a time using transform-domain “highspeed convolution.” Such implementationsgenerallyreduce the number of arithmetic operationsat the expense of
amorecomplexcontrolstructure,additionalmemoryrequirements, and a greater processing delay.
A brief view of the
general direction of future work
in
adaptive equalization is given in the final part of the paper.
A. Intersymbol Interference

Intersymbolinterference
arises in all pulse-modulation
systems, including frequency-shift keying (FSK), phase-shift
keying (PSK), and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
[54]. However, its effect can be most easily described for a
basebandpulse-amplitudemodulation
(PAM) system. A
model of such a PAM communication system is shown in
Fig.2. Ageneralized baseband equivalentmodel such as
this can be derived for any linear modulation scheme. In
this model, the “channel” includes the effects of the transmitter filter, the modulator, the transmission medium, and
the demodulator.

Baseband P A M system model
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A symbol x,,,, oneof
L discreteamplitude levels, is
transmitted at instant mT throughthechannel,where
T
seconds is the signaling interval. The channel impulse response h( t ) i s shown in Fig. 3. The received signal r( t ) i s

Fig. 3.

Channel impulse response.

the superposition of the impulse responses of the channel
to each transmittedsymbolandadditivewhite
Gaussian
noise n ( t )
r(

t)

=Cxjh(t

- /T)

+ n( t ) .

i
If we sample the received signal at instant k T + to, where
to accounts for the channel delay
andsampler phase, we
obtain
r( to

+k

~ =) xkh( to)

+

xjh( to + kT - j T )

+ n( to + k T ) .

j# k

The first term on the right is the desired signal since it can
be used to identifythe transmitted amplitude level. The last
sum is the
term is theadditive noise, whilethemiddle
interferencefromneighboring symbols. Each interference
term is proportional to a sample ofthechannelimpulse
response h(fo ir) spaced a multiple iT of symbol intervals Taway from to as shown in Fig. 3. The IS1 is zero if and
only if h(fo ir) = 0, i # 0; that is, if the channel impulse
response has zero crossings at 7-spaced intervals.
When the impulse response has such uniformly spaced
zero crossings, it is said to satisfy Nyquist’s first criterion. In
frequency-domain terms, this condition is equivalent to

+

+

H’( f ) =

H( f - n / T ) = constant for ~ f l d
I/~T.
n

H ( f ) i s the channel frequency response and H ’ ( f ) is the
“folded” (aliased or overlapped) channel spectral response
aftersymbol-ratesampling.
The band If1 6 1/2T is commonly referred to as the Nyquist or minimum bandwidth.
When H( f ) = 0 for If1 > l/T(the channel has no response
beyond twice the Nyquist bandwidth), the folded response
H’( f ) has the simple form
H’( f ) = H( f )

+ H( f - l/T),

0 d f d 1/T.

Fig. 4(a) and (d) shows the amplitude response of two
linear-phase low-pass filters: one an ideal filter with Nyquist
bandwidth and the other with odd (or vestigial) symmetry
around 1/2T hertz. As illustrated in Fig. 4 (b) and (e), the
folded frequency response of ech filter
satisfies Nyquist’s
firstcriterion. One class of linear-phase filters, which is
commonly referred to in the literature [54], [87], [I131 and is
widely used in practice [23],
[118],
is theraised-cosine
family with cosine rolloff around 1/2T hertz.
In practice, the effect of IS1 can be seen from a trace of
the received signal on an oscilloscope with its time base
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synchronized t o the symbol rate. Fig. 5 shows the outline of
a trace (eye pattern) for a two-level or binary PAM system.
If the channel satisfies the zero IS1 condition, there are only
t w o distinct levels at the sampling time to. The eye is then
fully open and the peak distortion is zero. Peak distortion
(Fig. 5 ) is the IS1 that occurs when the data pattern is such
that all intersymbol interference terms add to produce the
maximum deviation from thedesired signal at the sampling
time.
The purpose of an equalizer, placed in the path of the
received signal, is to reduce the IS1 as much as possible to
maximize the probability of correct decisions.

B. Linear Transversal Equalizers

Amongthe many structures used forequalizationthe
simplest is the transversal (tapped-delay-lineornonrecursive) equalizershown in Fig. 6. In suchan equalizer, the
current and past values r( t - n r ) of the received signal are
linearlyweightedby
equalizercoefficients(tap gains) c,
andsummedtoproducetheoutput.If
the delays and
tap-gain multipliers areanalog, the continuous output of
the
the equalizer z ( t ) is sampled at thesymbolrateand
samples go to the decision device. In the commonly used
digitalimplementation, samples ofthereceived
signal at
thesymbol rate are stored in a digitalshift register (or
memory), and the equalizer output samples (sums of products) z(to k r ) or zk are computeddigitally,onceper
symbol according to

+

N-1

zk =

c,r( to

+ kT - nt)

n-0

where N is thenumberof
equalizercoefficients,and
to
denotes sample timing.
The equalizer coefficients c,, n = 0,l;.
N - 1 may be
chosen to force the samples of the combined channel and
equalizer impulse response to zero at all but one of the N
T-spaced instants in the span of the equalizer.This is shown
graphically in Fig. 7. Suchan equalizer is called a zero-forcing
(ZF) equalizer [55].
If we let the
numberofcoefficientsof
a ZF equalizer
increase without bound, we would obtain an infinite-length
equalizer with zero IS1 at its output. The frequencyresponse C( f ) of such an equalizer is periodic, with a period
equal to the symbol rate 1/T because of the T-second tap
spacing. After sampling, the effect of the channel
on the
received signal is determined by the folded frequency’response H’( f ) . The combined response of the channel, in
tandem with the equalizer, must satisfy the zero IS1 condition or Nyquist’s first criterion
e ,

C( f ) H ’ ( f )

= 1,

If1 < 1/2T.

Fromtheabove expression we see that an infinite-length
zero-IS1 equalizer is simply aninverse filter, which inverts
A finitethefolded-frequency response ofthechannel.
length ZF equalizer approximates this inverse.Suchan
inverse filter may excessively enhance noise at frequencies
where the folded channel spectrum has high attenuation.
This is undesirable,particularlyfor
unconditionedtelephone connections, which may have considerable attenuation distortion, and for radio channels, which may be subject to frequency-selective fades.
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Clearly, the ZF criterionneglectstheeffectofnoise
altogether. Also, a finite-length ZF equalizer is guaranteed
to minimize thepeak distortion or worst case IS1 only if the
peak distortion before equalization is less than 100 percent
[55]; i.e., i f a binary eye is initially open. However, at high
speeds on bad channels this condition is often not met.
The least mean-square(LMS) equalizer [54]is more robust.
Here the equalizer coefficients are chosen to minimize the
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1 M

m

0

criterion

SAMPLING T I M E

I

0

mean-square error-the sum of squares of ali the IS1 terms
plus the noise power at the output of the equalizer. Therefore, the L M S equalizer maximizes the signal-to-distortion
ratio at its output within the constraints of the equalizer
time span and the delay through the equalizer.
Thedelay introduced bytheequalizerdepends
on the
positionofthemain
or referencetap of theequalizer.
Typically, the tap gain corresponding to the main tap has
the largest magnitude.
Ifthe values ofthe channelimpulse response at the
sampling instants are known, the N coefficients of the ZF
and the LMS equalizers can be obtained by solving a set of
N linear simultaneous equations for each case.
Most current high-speed voice-band telephone-line modems use L M S equalizers because they are morerobust in
the presence of noise and large amounts of ISI, and superior
to the ZF equalizers in their convergence properties. The
[72], [82],
same is generally true of radio-channel modems
[I141 except in one case [23] where the ZF equalizer was
selected due to its implementation simplicity.
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fig. 6. Lineartransversal equalizer.

I
P U I Q C B T V Z F ~

fig. 7. Combined impulseresponse of a channel and zero-forcing equalizer in tandem.

C. Automatic Synthesis
Before
regular
data
transmission
begins, automatic
synthesis of the ZF or L M S equalizers for unknown channels, which involvestheiterativesolutionofoneof
the
above-mentioned sets of simultaneous equations, may be
carried out during a training
period. (In certain applications,
such as microwavedigitalradio systems, andremotesite
receivers in a multipoint telephone modem network
[43],
the adaptive equalizers are required to bootstrap in a decision-directed mode (see Section I-E) without the help of a
training sequence from the transmitter.)
During the training period, a known signal is transmitted
and a synchronized version of thissignal is generated in the
receiver to acquireinformationaboutthechannelcharacteristics. The training signal may consist of periodic isolated pulses or a continuous sequence with a broad, uniform spectrumsuch as thewidely used maximum-length
shift-register or pseudo-noise (PN) sequence [9],[54], [76],
[118],[119]. Thelatter has the advantage of much greater
average power, and hence a larger received signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) forthe
same peak transmittedpower.
The
training sequence must be at least as long as the length of
signal spectrum is
the equalizer so thatthetransmitted
adequately densein the channelbandwidth to beequalized.
Given a synchronized version of the known training signal, a sequence of error signals ek = zk - x k can be computed at the equalizer output (Fig. 8), and used to adjust

fig. 8.
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the equalizer coefficients to reduce the sum of the squared
errors. The most popular equalizer adjustment method involves updates to each tap gain during each symbol interval. Iterative solution of the coefficients of the equalizer is
possible because the mean-square error (MSE) is a quadratic
function of the coefficients. The M S E may be envisioned as
an N-dimensional paraboloid (punch bowl)
with a bottom
is in a
orminimum.
The adjustment to each tapgain
direction opposite toan estimate of the gradient of theM S E
with respect to that tap gain. The idea is to move the set of
equalizercoefficients closer to theuniqueoptimum
set
corresponding to the minimum M S E . This symbol-by-symbo1 proceduredevelopedby
Widrow and Hoff [I091 is
commonly referred to as the continual or stochastic update
method because, instead of the true gradient of the meansquare error,

a€[ e: I / a c n (

k)

a noisy but unbiased estimate
ae:/ac,( k ) = 2ekr( to

+ kT - nT)

is used. Thus the tap gains are updated according to

c,( k

+ 1) = c,( k ) - Ae,r( to + kT - n T ) ,
n = 0,1;..,

N- 1

where c,(k) is the nth tap gain at time & , e , is the error
signal, and A is a positive adaptation constant or step size.

Automatic adaptive equalizer.
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Q A M system with baseband complex adaptive equalizer.

D. EqualizerConvergence

The exact convergence behavior of the stochastic update
method is hard to analyze (see Section 111-8). However, for a
small step size and a large number of iterations, the behavior is similar to the steepest descent algorithm, which uses
the actual gradient rather than a noisy estimate.
Herewe list somegeneral convergenceproperties: a)
fastest convergence (or shortest settling time) is obtained
when the (folded)-power spectrum of the symbol-rate sampled equalizerinput is flat, and whenthe stepsize A is
chosen to be the inverse oftheproductofthereceived
signal power and the number of equalizer coefficients; b)
the larger the variation in theabove-mentionedfoldedpower spectrum,the smaller the stepsize must be, and
therefore the slower the rate ofconvergence; c) for systems
where sampling causes aliasing (channel foldover or spectral overlap), the convergence rate is affected by the channel-delaycharacteristicsandthe
sampler phase,because
they affect the aliasing. This will be explained more fully
later.

E. AdaptiveEqualization

Aftertheinitialtrainingperiod(if
there is one), the
coefficientsof an adaptiveequalizer may becontinually
adjusted in a decision-directed manner. In this mode, the
errorsignal ek = zk - t k is derived fromthefinal(not
necessarilycorrect) receiver estimate { t k } ofthetransmitted sequence { x k } . In normaloperation,thereceiver
decisions are correct with high probability, so that the error
estimates are correct often enough to allow the adaptive
equalizer to maintain precise equalization.Moreover,
a
decision-directed adaptiveequalizer cantrack slow variations in the channel characteristicsor linear perturbations in
the receiver front end,such as slow jitter in the
sampler
phase.
The larger the step size, the faster the equalizer tracking
capability. However, a compromise must be made between
fast trackingandthe
excess mean-squareerror ofthe
equalizer. The excess MSE is that part of the error power in
excess oftheminimum
attainable M S E (with tap gains
frozen at their optimum settings). This excess MSE, caused
bytap gains wanderingaroundtheoptimum
settings, is
directlyproportionaltothe
numberofequalizercoefficients, the step size, and the channel noise power. The step
size that provides the fastest convergence results in an M S E
which is, on the average, 3 dB worse than the minimum
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achievable MSE. In practice,the value ofthestep
size is
selected for fast convergence during the training periodand
then reduced for fine tuning during the steady-state operation (or data mode).

F. Equalizers for QAM Systems

So far we have only discussed equalizers for a baseband
PAM system. Modern high-speedvoice-bandmodems almostuniversally
use phase-shiftkeying (PSK) forlower
speeds, e.g., 2400 to 4800 bits/s, and combined phase and
amplitudemodulation or, equivalently,quadratureamplitude modulation(QAM) [54], for higher speeds, e.g., 4800 to
9600 or even16800 bits/s. At the highrates, where noise and
other channel distortions become significant, modems using
coded forms of QAM such as trellis-coded modulation [27],
[105], [I071 are being introduced to obtain improved performance. QAM is as efficient in bits per second per hertz as
vestigial or single-sideband amplitude modulation, yet enables a coherent carrier to be derived and phase jitter to be
tracked using easily implemented decision-directed carrier
recovery techniques[49]. A timing waveform with negligible
timing jitter can also be easily recovered from QAM signals.
This property is not shared by vestigial sideband amplitudemodulation (AM) systems [128].
Fig. 9 shows a generic QAM system, which may also be
used to implement PSK or combined amplitude and phase
modulation.Two double-sideband suppressed-carrier A M
signals are superimposed on each other at the transmitter
and separated at the receiver, using quadrature or orthogonal carriers for modulation and demodulation. It is convenientto representthein-phaseandquadraturechannel
low-pass filter output signals in Fig. 9 by v,(t ) and x( t ) , as
the realandimaginary
parts of a complexvalued signal
y ( t ) . (Note that the signals are real, but it will be conveqient t o use complex notation.)
Thebasebandequalizer [84], with complexcoefficients
c,, operates on samples ofthiscomplex
signal y ( t ) and
produces complex equalizedsamples z( k ) = z,( k ) jzi( k ) ,
as shown in Fig. 10. This figure illustrates more concretely
the concept of a
complexequalizer as a set of four real
transversal filters (with cross-coupling) for two inputs and
t w o outputs. While thereal coefficients cm,n = 0, * * N - 1,
helpto combattheintersymbolinterference
in the inphase and quadrature channels, the imaginary coefficients
cI.n n = 0; . ., N - 1, counteract the cross-interference betweenthetwo
channels.The
latter maybecaused
by

+

9 ,

1
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Fig. 10. Complex transversal

asymmetry in the channel characteristics around the carrier
frequency.
The coefficients are adjusted to minimize the mean of
the squared magnitude of the complex error signal, e ( & )=
e,( k ) je,( k ) , where e, and e, are the differences between
z, and z,,and their desired values.The update method is
similar to the one used for the PAM equalizer except that
all variables are complex-valued

+

c,( k

+ 1) = c , ( k )

- Ae,y*( f,

+ kT-

demodulator andthe phase errorcomputationcircuit
is
reduced to the delaythroughthedecisiondevice.
Fast
phase jitter can betrackedmoreeffectively
because the
delay through the equalizer is eliminated from the phase
correction loop. The same advantage can be attained with a
basebandequalizer by putting a jitter-tracking loop
after
the equalizer.

G. Decision- Feedback Equalizers
nT),

n = 0,1;.., N

-1

where
is the complexconjugateof y. Again, the use of
complex notation allows the writing of this single concise
equation, rather than two separate equations involving four
real multiplications, which is what really has to be implemented.
The complex equalizer can also be used at passband [6],
[I61to equalize the receivedsignal before demodulation, as
shown in Fig. 11. Here the received signal is split into its
in-phase and quadrature components by a pair of so-called
phase-splitting filters, with identicalamplitude responses
and phase responses that differ by 90'. The complex passband signal at the output of these filters is sampled at the
symbol rate and applied to the equalizer delay line in the
same way as atbaseband.The
complex outputofthe
equalizer is demodulated, via multiplication by a complex
exponential as shown in Fig. 11, before decisions are made
and the complex error computed. Further, the error signal is
remodulated before it is used in the equalizer adjustment
algorithm. The main advantage of
implementing
the
equalizer in the passband is that the delaybetweenthe

We have discussed placements and adjustment methods
forthe
equalizer, butthe
basic equalizerstructure has
remained a linear and nonrecursive filter. A simple nonlinear equalizer [3], [4], [32], [71],which
[93], is particularly
useful for channels with severe amplitude distortion, uses
decision feedback to cancel the interference from symbols
which have alreadybeendetected. Fig. 12 showssuch a
decision-feedback equalizer (DFE). The equalized signal is
the sum of the outputs of the forward and feedback parts
of the equalizer. The forward part is like the linear transversal equalizer discussed earlier.Decisionsmade
onthe
equalized signal are fed back via a second transversal filter.
The basic idea is that if the value of the symbolsalready
detected are known (past decisions areassumed
to be
correct), then the IS1 contributed by these symbols can be
canceledexactly, by subtracting past symbol values with
appropriate
weighting
from
the
equalizer
output.
The
weights are samples ofthetailofthe
system impulse
response including the channel and the forward part of the
equalizer.
The forward and feedback coefficients may be adjusted
simultaneously to minimize the MSE. The update equation

l"D
BIONK
-1

Fig. 11. Passband complex adaptive equalizer for
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Fig. 12.

Decision-feedback equalizer.

for the forward coefficients
is the same as for the linear
equalizer. The feedback coefficients are adjusted according
to
b,(k+I)=b,(k)+be,k,_,,

rn=l;..

,M

where R, is the kth symboldecision, b,(k) is the mth
feedback coefficient at time k , and there are M feedback
coefficients in all. The optimum L M S settings of b, rn =
1.;
M , are those that reduce the IS1 to zero, within the
span ofthe feedback part, in a mannersimilar to a ZF
equalizer. Note that since the output of the feedback secDFE is a weighted sum ofnoise-free
past
tionofthe
decisions, the feedbackcoefficientsplaynopart
in determining the noise power at the equalizer output.
Given the same numberofoverallcoefficients,
does a
D F E achieve less M S E than a linear equalizer? There is no
definite answer to this question. The performance of each
typeof equalizer is influencedbytheparticularchannel
characteristicsand sampler phase, as well as the actual
number of coefficients and the position of the reference or
DFE can commain tap ofthe equalizer.However,the
as muchnoise
pensatefor amplitudedistortionwithout
enhancement as a linear equalizer. The DFE performance is
also less sensitive to the sampler phase [94].
An intuitive explanationfor theseadvantages is as fole,

Fig. 13.

lows: The coefficients of a linear transversal equalizer are
selected to force the combined channel and equalizer impulse response to approximate a unit pulse. In a DFE, the
ability of the feedback section to cancel the ISI, because of
anumber of pastsymbols, allowsmorefreedom
inthe
choice of the coefficients of the forward section. The combinedimpulse response ofthe channeland theforward
sectionmay
have nonzero samples followingthemain
pulse. That is, theforwardsection
of a DFE need not
approximate the inverse of the channel characteristics, and
so avoids excessive noiseenhancementandsensitivity
to
sampler phase.
When a particular incorrect decision is fed back, the DFE
output reflects this errorduring the next few symbols as the
incorrect decision traverses the feedback delay line.
Thus
there is agreater likelihoodof moreincorrectdecisions
following the first one, i.e., error propagation. Fortunately,
the errorpropagation in a DFE is notcatastrophic. O n
typical channels, errors occur in short bursts that degrade
performance only slightly.
H. Fractionally Spaced Equalizers
A fractionally spacedtransversal equalizer [6],[39], [45],
[58], [71], [W],[I041 is shown in Fig. 13. The delay-line taps

Fractionally spaced equalizer.
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of such an equalizer arespacedatan
interval 7 which is
less than,or a fraction of, thesymbolinterval
T. The tap
spacing 7 is typicallyselected such thatthebandwidth
occupied by the signal at the equalizer input is I f 1 < 1/27,
i.e., 7-spaced sampling satisfies the sampling theorem. In an
analog implementation, there is no other restriction on 7,
andtheoutputof
theequalizer can besampled at the
symbol rate. In a digital implementation 7 must be KT/M,
where K and M are integers and M > K. (In practice, it is
convenient to choose T = T/M, where M is a small integer, e.g.,2.) The received signal is sampledandshifted
into the equalizer delay line at a rate M/Tand one output
is produced each symbol interval (for every M input samples). In general, the equalizeroutput is given by
N-1

zk =

c,f( to

+k

~ ~- K T / M ) .

n=O

ThecoefficientsofaKT/Mequalizer
may beupdated
oncepersymbol
based on the error computedforthat
symbol, according to
c,(

k

+ 1) = c(,

k)

- Ae,r(

to

+ kT-

nKT/M),

n=O,I;-.,N-l.
It is well known (see Section II) that the optimum receive
filter in a linear modulation system is the cascade of a filter
matched to the actual channel, with a transversal T-spaced
equalizer [14],[24],[31].The
fractionally spaced equalizer,
byvirtueof
its sampling rate,cansynthesize
the best
combination of the characteristics of an adaptive matched
filter and a T-spaced equalizer, within the constraints of its
length anddelay.A
T-spaced equalizer, with symbol-rate
sampling at its input, cannot perform matched filtering. An
FSE can effectively compensate for more severe delay distortion and deal with amplitude distortion with less noise
enhancement than a Tequalizer.
Consider a channel whose amplitude and envelope delay

characteristics around one band edge fc - 1/2T hertz differ
markedlyfromthe
characteristicsaroundtheotherband
edge fc 1/2T hertz in a QAM system with acarrier
frequency of fc hertz. Then thesymbol-ratesampled
or
folded channel-frequency response is likely to have a rapid
transition in the area of spectral overlap. It is difficult for a
typical T equalizer, with its limited degrees offreedom
(number of taps), to manipulate such a folded channel into
one with a flat frequency response. An FSE, on the other
hand,canindependentlyadjustthe
signal spectrum (in
amplitude and phase) at the two band-edge regions before
symbol-rate sampling (and spectral overlap)
at the equalizer
output, resulting in significantly improved performance.
A relatedpropertyof
an FSE is theinsensitivityof
its
performance to the choice of sampler phase. This distinctionbetweentheconventional
T-spacedand fractionally
spaced equalizers can be heuristically explained as follows:
T equalizer
First, symbol-ratesampling at theinputtoa
causes spectral overlap or aliasing, as explained in connectionwith
Fig. 4. Whenthe
phases oftheoverlapping
components match they add constructively, and when the
phases are 180' apart they add destructively, which results
in the cancellation or reduction of amplitude as shown in
Fig.14. Variation in the samplerphaseor
timing instant
corresponds to a variable delay in the signal path; a linear
phase component with variable slope is added to the signal
spectrum. Thuschanges in the samplerphase strongly influence the effects ofaliasing; Le., they influence the amplitude and delay characteristics in the spectral overlap region
of thesampled equalizer input. The minimum M S E achieved
by the T equalizer is, therefore, a function of the sampler
phase. In particular, when the sample phase causes cancellation of the band-edge (If1 = 1/2T hertz) components, the
equalizer cannot manipulate the null into a flat spectrum at
all, or at least without significant noise enhancement(if the
null is a depression rather thana total null).
In contrast, there is no spectral overlap at the input to an

+

Fig. 14. Spectral overlap at the input to a Tequalizer.
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FSE. Thus the sensitivityofthe
minimum MSE, achieved
with an FSE with respect to the sampler phase, is typically
far smaller than with a Tequalizer.
Comparisonofnumericalperformance
results ofTand
T/2 equalizers for Q A M systems operating over representative voice-grade telephone circuits [9l] has shown the following properties: a) a T/2 equalizer with the same number
of coefficients (half the time span) performs almost as well
or betterthan a Tequalizer; b) apre-equalizerreceive
shapingfilter is notrequired with a T/2 equalizer; c) for
channels with severe band-edgedelaydistortion,theT
a T/2 equalizer
equalizer performs noticeably worse than
regardless of the choice of sampler phase.

Y+

FILTER

While the primary emphasis of this paper is on adaptive
equalization for data transmission, a number of the topics
covered are relevant to other applications of adaptivefilters.
In this section, generic forms of adaptive
filtering applications are introduced to help in establishing the connection
between the materialpresented in latersectionsandthe
application of interest. But first let us briefly mention applications of automatic or adaptive equalization in areas other
than data transmission over radio or telephone channels.
One suchapplication is generalizedautomaticchannel
equalization [57], where the entire bandwidth of the channel is to be equalized without regard to themodulation
scheme or transmission rateto be used on the channel. The
tap spacing and input sample rate are selected to satisfy the
sampling theorem, and the equalizer output is produced at
the same rate. During the training mode, a known signal is
transmitted, which covers the bandwidth to be equalized.
Thedifferencebetweentheequalizeroutputanda
synchronized reference training signal is the error signal. The
t a p gainsare adjusted to minimize the MSE in amanner
similar to that used for an automatic equalizer for synchronous data transmission.
Experimental use of fixed transversal equalizers has also
been made in digital magnetic recording systems[%I.The
recordingmethodemployedin
such a case must be linearized by usingan ac bias. Having linearized the ”channel,”
equalization can be employed to combat intersymbol interference at increasedrecording densities, usingahigher
symbol rate or multilevel coding.
Fig. 15 shows a general form of an adaptivefilter with
input signals x and y , output z , and error e. The parameters
of an L M S adaptivefilter
are updated tominimizethe
mean-squarevalueofthe
error e. In the following parais used in
graphs, wepointouthow
theadaptivefilter
differentapplicationsbylisting
how x , y , z , and e are
interpreted for each case.
Equalization:

y
x
z
e

Received signal (filteredversionoftransmitteddata
signal) plus noise uncorrelated with the data signal.
Detected data signal.
Equalized signalused to detect received data.
Residual intersymbolinterferenceplusnoise.

Echo Cancellation: Echo cancellation is a formof
a
general system identification problem, where the system to
system.The coeffibeidentified is the echopathlinear
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Fig. 15. Generalformofanadaptive

filter.

cients of a transversal echo canceler converge in the mean
to the echo path impulse response samples.
i) Voice:

y
1. Other Applications

ADAPTIVE

x
z
e

Far-endvoice signal plusuncorrelatednoise.
Echo of far-end voice plus near-end voice plus noise.
Estimated echo of far-end voice.
Near-end voice plus residual echo plus noise.

Adaptation is typically carried out in the absence of the
near-end voice signal. When double talk is detected (both
near-andfar-end
signalspresent),
updateoftheecho
canceler coefficients is inhibited [69].
ii) Data:

y Transmitted datasignal.
x

z
e

Echo oftransmitted datasignal plusreceived
plus noise.
Estimated echo of transmitted datasignal.
Received signal plus residual echo plus noise.

signal

Filter adaptation is typically required to be continued in
the presence of a large interfering received signal which is
uncorrelated with the transmitted data [69], [108]. A method
proposed in [22] involves locally generating a delayed replica of the received signal and subtracting it from e before
using the residual for echo canceler update.
Noise Cancellation:

y
x
z
e

Noise source correlated with noise in x .
Desiredsignalplus noise.
Estimate of noise in x .
Desiredsignalplusresidualnoise.

the pilot’s
One example is that of canceling noise from
speech signal in the cockpit of an aircraft [IIO]. In this case,
y maybe thepickupfromamicrophoneinthe
pilot’s
up by another
helmet, and x is the ambient noise picked
microphone placed in the cockpit. See [I101 for a number of
other interesting applications of
noise and periodic interference cancellation, e.g., to electrocardiography.
Prediction:

y
x
z
e

Delayed version of original signal.
Original signal.
Predictedsignal.
Predictionerror or residual.

A well-known example is linear predictive coding (LPC)
of speech where the end result is the set of estimated LPC
coefficients [&I. Duetothe
nonstationarynatureofthe
speech signal, LPC coefficients are typically obtained separatelyfor each new frame (IO to 25ms)
ofthe speech
signal.
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In adaptive differential pulse code modulation (ADPCM,
of speech, the purpose of adaptive prediction is to generate
a residual signal with less variance so that it can be quantized and represented by fewer bits for transmission [46]. In
this case:

y
x

z
e

Reconstructed speech signal = quantized residual plus
past prediction.
Original speechsignal.
Prediction
Residual to be quantized for transmission.

Note thatthereconstructed speechsignal is used for y
instead of a delayed version of the original
speech signal,
and the predictor coefficients are updated using the quantized residual instead of e. Both the reconstructed speech
signal and the quantized residual signal are also available at
the ADPCM decoder so that the predictor coefficients
at
the decoder can be adapted in a manner identical to that
used at the ADPCM encoder.
Adaptive Arrays: Afurthergeneralizationof
the adaptive filter of Fig. 15 is shown in Fig. 16 where a number of
input signals are processed through anarray of adaptive

8

:. :I-I
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FILTER

Fig. 16. Adaptive filter array.

filters whose outputs are summed together. Such adaptive
arraysare useful in diversity combining [6], [I141and in
dealing with jamming or spatially distributed interference

J. Implementation Approaches

One may divide the methods of implementing adaptive
equalizers intothefollowing
generalcategories:analog,
hardwired digital, and programmable digital.
Analog adaptive equalizers, with inductor-capacitor ( L C )
tapped-delay lines and switched ladder attenuators as tap
gains, were among the first implementations for voice-band
modems. The switched attenuators later gave way to fieldeffect transistors (FETs) as the variable gain elements. Analog equalizers were soon replaced by digitally implemented
equalizers for reduced size and increasedaccuracy. Reis renewedinterest in large-scale
cently,however,there
integrated (LSI) analog implementations of adaptive filters
based on switched capacitor technology [2], [112]. Here the
equalizer input is sampled but not quantized. The sampled
analog values are stored and transferred as charge packets.
In one implementation [2], the adaptation circuitry is digital.
The variable tap gains are typically stored in digital memory
locations and the multiplications between the analog sample values andthedigitaltap
gainstake place in analog
fashion
via
multiplying
digital-to-analog
converters. In
another case[112], a five-tap adaptive transversal filter has
been fabricated on a single integrated circuit (IC) using an
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all-analogimplementation approach combiningswitched
capacitor and charge-coupleddevice (CCD) technologies.
The IC consists of a five-tap CCD delay line, a convolver,
fivecorrelators(onefor
each tap gain),an
offseterror
canceler,and
an error signal generator.Integratorsand
four-quadrant
analog
multipliers
are implemented in
switched capacitortechnology. The IC canbe configured
for use as an echo canceler, a linear equalizer, or a decision-feedback equalizer at sampling rates up to 250 kHz.
Analog or mixed analog-digital implementations have significant potential in applications, such as digital radio and
digital subscriber loop transmission, where symbol rates are
highenough to makepurelydigitalimplementations
difficult.
The most widespread technology of the
last decade for
voice-band modem adaptive equalizer implementation may
be classified as hardwired digital technology. In such implementations, the equalizer input is made available in sampled and quantized form suitable for storage in digital shift
registers.Thevariabletap
gainsarealso
stored in shift
registers and the formation and accumulation of products
takesplace in logic circuitsconnected to performdigital
arithmetic. This class of implementations is characterized by
the fact that the circuitry is hardwired for the sole purpose
ofperformingthe
adaptiveequalizationfunction
with a
predetermined structure. Examples include the early units
based on metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) shift registers
and transistor-transistorlogic (TTL) circuits. Later implementations [53], [IOO] were based on MOS LSI circuits with
dramatic savings in space, power dissipation, and cost.
A hardwired digital adaptive filtering approach described
in [I061 for a 144-kbit/s digital
subscriber loop modem is
based on a random-access memory (RAM) table lookup
structure [124]. Both an echo canceler (EC) and a decisionfeedback equalizer (DFE), where inputs are the transmit and
receive binary data sequences, respectively, canbe implemented in this way. An output signalvalue is maintained
and updated in the RAM for each of the 2N possible states
of an N-tap transversal filter with a binary input sequence.
Such a structure is not restricted to be linear and, therefore,
can adapt to compensate for nonlinearities[123]. A two-chip
realization of a digital subscriber loop modem based on a
joint EC-DFE RAM structure is described in [121].
The
most
recent
trend
in
implementing
voice-band
modem adaptive equalizers is toward programmable digital
signal processors [43],[81], [IOI], [120].Here, the equalization function is performed in a series of steps orinstructions in a microprocessor or a digital computation structure
specially configured to efficiently perform the type of digital arithmetic (e.g., multiply andaccumulate)required in
digital signalprocessing. Thesame hardwarecan then be
time-shared to perform functions such as filtering, modulation, and demodulation in a modem. Perhaps the greatest
advantage of programmable digital technology is its flexibility, whichpermits sophisticatedequalizer structures and
training procedures to be implemented with ease.
For microwave digital radio systems, adaptive equalizers
have been implemented both in the passband at the intermediate frequency (IF) stage and at baseband [%]. Passband
equalizers are analog by necessity, e.g., an amplitude slope
equalizer[23]
at 70-MHz IF, and a dynamic resonance
equalizer using p-i-n and varactor diodes [82] at 140-MHz
IF. Three-tap T/2 transversal equalizers have been imple-
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mented in the passband (at 70-MHz IF) using quartz surface
acoustic wave filters, analog correlators, and tap multipliers
for a 4-PSK 12.6-Mbit/s digital radio [114]. Baseband transversal equalizers have been implemented using a combination of analog and digital or all-digital circuitry. A five-tap
zero-forcing equalizer using lumped delay elements, hybrid
integratedcircuitsforvariable-gainandbufferamplifiers,
andemitter-coupledlogic
fortapcontrol
is described in
[23] for a 16-QAM %-Mbit/s digital radio. A five-tap L M S
transversal equalizer [82], and all digital DFEs havealso
been reported (981, [114].

11.

RECEIVER STRUCTURES A N D THEIR STEADY-STATE PROPERTIES

A. Baseband Equivalent Model

To set a common frameworkfordiscussing various receiverconfigurations,wedevelopa
baseband equivalent
modelofa
passbanddata transmission system. We start
from a generic QAM system (Fig. 9) since it can be used to
implement any linear modulation scheme.
The passband transmitted signalcan be compactly written as

I

s( t ) = Re xx,,a(

t - nT) exp( j2TIfct)

I

1

L n

where { x , , } is the complex sequence of data symbols with
in-phase (real) and quadrature (imaginary) components, x ,
and x ; , respectively, such that x , = x,,
jx;,,, a ( t ) is the
transmitpulse shape, and fc is the carrier frequency.We
shall assume that the baseband transmit spectrum A( f ) is
band-limited to If1 < (1 u)/2Thertzwherethe
rolloff
factor u , between 0 and 1, determinesthe excess bandwidth over theminimum If1 < 1/2T. (Notethat greater
than100-percent excess bandwidth is sometimes used in
radio and baseband subscriber loop transmission systems.)
The received signal is

+

+

r( t ) = S(

r)

hp( t )

+ np( t )

where h,(t) is the passband channelimpulse response,
n,(t) is "passband" Gaussiannoise, andtheoperator
*
represents convolution. The in-phase and quadrature outputs of the receive low-pass filters, ~ ( tand
) ~ ( t )may
, be
represented in complex notation as y ( t ) = K ( t ) & I t )

+

Y( t ) = g( t ) *

4 t ) exp (-j2nCt)l

where g ( t ) is the impulse response ofthereceive
filter.
Assume that the receive filter completely rejects the double-frequency signal componentsproducedbydemodulation and centered around 2fc. Then the baseband received
signal may be written as

y( t ) = x x , , h ( t - nT)

+ n( t )

(1)

n

where

Fig. 17. General
complex-valued
baseband
equivalent
channel model.

hp( t )

=

Re [ hb( t ) exp (j2nfct)]

The corresponding frequency-domain relationship is

Thus hb( t ) is the impulse response of the positive frequency
partofthe
channel spectralresponse translated to baseband.
The noise waveform n ( t ) in (1) is also complex-valued,
i.e.,

The receive low-pass filters (in Fig. 9) typically perform two
functions: rejection of the "double-frequency" signal components,andnoise
suppression.
The
latter function is
accomplished by further shaping the baseband signal spectrum. In the baseband equivalent model, only the
first of
these functions of the receive filters is performed by g ( t )
and absorbed in h ( t ) given in (2).For simplicity, the noise
n( t ) in the baseband equivalent model is assumed to be
white with jointlyGaussian real and imaginary components.

6. Optimum Receive Filter
Given the received signal y ( t ) , what is the bestreceive
filter? This question has been posed andanswered in different ways by numerousauthors. Here, we follow Forney's
development [24]. He showed that thesequence of T-spaced
samples, obtained at the correct timing phase, at the output
of a matched filter is a set of sufficient statistics for estimation of the transmitted sequence { x , , } . Thus such a receive
or nonlinear)
filter is sufficient regardless ofthe(linear
signal processing which follows the symbol-rate sampler.
For the baseband equivalent model derived in the previoussection, the receivefiltermust
have an impulseresponse h*( - t ) , where the superscript * denotes complex
conjugate. The frequency response of this matched filter is
H*(f), where H( f ) is the frequency response of the channel model h( t ) .
Ifthe
data sequence { x , , } is uncorrelated withunit
power, i.e.,

at thematchedfilter
output is
is IH(f)12.After
T-spaced sampling, the aliased or "folded" signal spectrum
is

thenthe

signalspectrum

IH( f)12, and the noisepowerspectrum

shh(

f) = x I H ( f - "/T)12,

0

< f < 1/T

n

is thecomplex-valuedimpulse response ofthe baseband
equivalent model (Fig. 17). The real-valued passband channel impulse response h,(t) and the complex-valued baseband channel impulse response, h b ( t ) , are related according to
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and the noise power spectrum is N&&( f).
If the transmissionmedium is ideal, then the baseband
signal spectrum H ( f ) at the matched filter input is determined solely bythetransmitsignal-shaping
filters. From
the discussion in Section I-Ait is clear that if IS1 is to be avoid-
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Fig. 18.

Conventional linear receiver.

ed, the composite of the transmit filter and receive matched S h h ( f ) C ( f ) , O Q f Q 1/T. The optimum C ( f ) is one which
filter response must satisfy the Nyquist criterion, i.e.,
minimizes the MSE at its output. The MSE is given by
shh(

f ) = Ro,

0 Q f < 1/T

E

= Tl'rD

-

Shh(

f)

c( f ) 1 2 + NOShh( f ) l c ( f)12 df

(3)

where, in general,
Ro = r/l/rshh(

f ) df.

0

Therefore, the overall Nyquist amplitude response IH( f)12
must be equally divided between the transmit and receive
filters. For instance, each filter mayhavean
amplitude
response which is a square root of a raised-cosine characteristic [54], [113]. Forsuchan ideal additive white Gaussian
noise(AWGN)channel,thematchedfilter,symbol-rate
sampler, and a memoryless detector comprise the optimum
receiver.
Let us n o w considerthemoreinteresting
case of an
AWGN channel with linear distortion. Forsuch a channel,
thesimple linear receiver describedabove is no longer
adequate. The symbol-rate sampled sequence, though still
providing a set of sufficient statistics, now contains intersymbolinterference in addition to noise. The currentreceived symbol is distorted by a linear combination of past
andfuturetransmitted
symbols.Therefore, a memoryless
symbol-by-symbol detector is not optimum for estimating
thetransmitted sequence. Nonlinear receivers which attempt to minimize somemeasure of error probability are
emphasis is on
the subject of Section 11-D, wherethe
techniques which combine nonlinear processingwith adaptive filters.
It is instructive to first studylinear receivers, which attemDt to maximizesignal-to-noiseratio
(SNR) (minimize
fless detection.

C. LinearReceivers
We begin by reviewing the conventional linear receiver
comprising a matched filter, a symbol-rate sampler, an infinite-length symbol-spacedequalizer,and
a memoryless
detector. in thefollowing
section
we
show
that
the
matched-filter, sampler, symbol-spaced equalizer combination is a special case of a more general infinite-length
fractionally spacedtransversal filter/equalizer. In fact, this
general filter maybeused
as thereceivefilterfor
any
receiver structure without loss of optimality. Sections 1 l - U
and ll-C4 present a contrast between practical forms of the
conventional and fractionally spaced receiver structures.
7) Matched Filterand
lnfinitefength Symbol-Spaced
Equalizer: If further processing of the symbol-rate sampled
sequence at the output of a
matched receive filter is restricted to be linear, this linear processor takes the general
form of a T-spaced infinite-length transversalor nonrecursive equalizer followed by a memoryless detector [31], [54].
Let theperiodic
frequency response of the transversal
C( f ) . The equalized signal spectrum is
equalizer
be
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wherethe
first term is theresidual IS1 power,andthe
second term is the output-noise power. Differentiating the
integrand with respect to C ( f ) and equating the result to
zero, oneobtainstheminimum
MSE
(MMSE)
equalizer
frequency response

c( f ,

= I/[
NO

+ shh(

f)].

(4)

Thus the best (MMSE) matched-filteredequalizedsignal
spectrum is given by
shh(

f ) / [ NO + Shh(

f>l.

(5)

Substituting (4) in (3), one obtains the following expression
for the minimum MSE achievable by a linear receiver:
cmin (linear) = T/~/'N~/[N,
0

+ Shh( f ) ] d f .

(6)

The receiver structure (Fig. 18) comprising a matched filter,
a symbol-rate sampler, an infinite-length T-spaced equalizer,
is referred to as theconvenandamemorylessdetector
tional linear receiver.
if the equalizer response C ( f ) is designed to satisfy the
zero-IS1 constraint then C( f ) = I/&(
f).
Theoverallfrequency
response oftheoptimum
zeroforcing (ZF) linear receiver is given by H*( f ) / S h h ( f ) , which
forces the IS1 at the receiver outputto zero.The MSE
achieved by such a receiver is
€,,(linear)

= T/l'T&,/shh(

fd
) f.

(7 )

0

cZF(Iinear) is alwaysgreater than or equal to cmin (linear)
because no consideration is given to the output-noise power
in designing the ZF equalizer. At high signal-to-noise ratios
the t w o equalizers are nearly equivalent.
2) lnfinitefength Fractionally SpacedTransversal Filter:
In this section, we derive an alternative form of an optimum
linear receiver.
Let us start with the conventional receiver structure comprisingamatchedfilter,
symbol-rate sampler, T-spaced
transversal equalizer, and a memoryless detector. As a first
step, linearitypermits us to interchangetheorderofthe
T-spaced transversal equalizer and the symbol-rate sampler.
Next, the composite response H*( f ) C ( f )of the matched
filter in cascade with a T-spacedtransversal equalizer may
be realized by a single continuous-time filter. Let us assume
thatthereceived
signal spectrum H( f ) = 0 outsidethe
range If1 Q 1/27, 7 Q T, and the flat noise spectrum is also
limitedtothe
same bandby an idealantialiasing filter
with cutoff frequency 1/27. The composite matched-filter
equalizercanthen
be realized by an infinite-lengthcontinuous-time transversal filter with taps spaced at 7-second
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intervals and frequency
response H*( f)C( f ) , I f 1 Q 1/27,
which is periodicwithperiod
I/.hertz. The continuous
output of this composite transversal filter may be sampled
at thesymbolratewithout
any furtherrestriction on the
tap-spacing 7. Ifthefrequency
response C ( f ) is selected
according to (4,the symbol-rate output of the composite
filter is identicalto thecorresponding output (5) inthe
conventional MMSE linear receiver.
To implement this composite matched-filter equalizer as
a fractionally spaced digital nonrecursive filter, the effective
tap-spacingmust be restricted to KT/M,whereK
and M
are relatively prime integers, K < M, and the fraction KT/M
< 7. The desiredfrequency response H*( f ) C ( f )of this
fractionally spaced digital transversal filter is periodic with
period M/KT hertz, and limited to the band If1 6 1/27 <
M/2KT since H( f ) is limited to the same bandwidth. An
ideal antialiasing filter with a cutoff frequency M/2T hertz
is assumed before the rate M / T sampler.
The operation of the digital filter
may be visualized as
follows. Each symbol interval, M input samplesare shifted
into digital shift register memory, every Kth sample in the
shift register is multiplied by a successive filter coefficient,
andtheproductssummed
to producethesingle
output
required per symbol interval.
Note that the M / T rate input of the fractionally spaced
digital filter has the signal spectrum

H( f ) ,

If1 Q M/2KT

0,

M/ZKT < I f ( < M/2T

The frequency response of the digital filter is H*( f)C( f ) , I f (
< M/ZKT. Thus if the output of this filter was produced at
the rate M/T, the output signal spectrum would be

H( f ) H * ( f ) C ( f ) ,
0,

( f l < 1/2KT
M/2KT< If1

Q

M/2T.

When the filter output
is produced at thesymbol rate, it
has the desired aliased signal spectrum

zIH(f - n/T)12C( f - n/T),

0 Q f Q 1/T.

n

Noting that C( f ) is periodic with period 1/T, this outputsignal spectrum is recognized as S,,(f)C(f), which is the
MMSE linearreceiver (5),
same as fortheconventional
provided C( f) is selected according to (4).
This simple development proves the important point that
an infinite-length fractionally spaced digital transversal filter
is at oncecapableofperformingthefunctionsofthe
matched filter and the T-spaced transversal equalizer of the
conventional linear receiver.
Let us further show that the symbol-rate sampled outputs
of a fractionally spaced digital filter form a set of sufficient
statistics for estimation of the transmitted
sequence under
the following conditions. The digital filter with tap spacing
KT/M has the frequency response H*( f ) C ( f ) , If1 < M/2KT,
wherethe received signal spectrum H(f) is zerooutside
the band If1 < M/ZKT, C ( f ) is periodic with period 1/T,
and C ( f ) is information lossless. A sufficient condition for
C ( f ) to be information lossless is that C ( f ) is invertible,
i.e., C( f ) # 0, 0 Q f Q 1/T. However, it is only necessary
that C( f)/S,,( f ) is invertible, i.e., C( f)/S,,( f ) # 0, 0 < f
Q 1/T. In words, this condition implies that C ( f ) may not
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introduce any nulls or transmission zeros inthe Nyquist
band, except at a frequency where the signal (and the noise
power spectrum at the matched-filter output) may already
have a null.
Theaboveresult
shows that with an appropriatelydesigned C( f ) , the symbol-rate outputs ofa fractionally spaced
filter,with frequency response H * ( f ) C ( f ) , may be used
without loss of optimality, for any linear or nonlinear receiver, regardless of the criterion of optimality.
In a linear receiver, where a memoryless detector operates on the symbol-rate outputs of the fractionally
spaced
filter, the function C ( f ) may be designed to minimize the
M S E at thedetectorinput.
The optimum C ( f ) is then
obtainedusingthe
same procedure as outlinedinthe
previous section for the conventional linear receiver.
Thus
the MMSE KT/M-spaced filter frequency response is

The MMSE achieved by this filter is, of course, the same as
cmin (linear) derived earlier (6) for the conventional receiver
structure.
If the criterion of optimality used in designing C( f ) is to
force the intersymbol interference at the detector input to
zero, one obtains the overall filter response

The MSE achieved in this case is the same as €,,(linear)
derived earlier (7).
3) FixedFilter and Finite- Length Symbol-Spaced
Equalizer:
Theconventional MMSE linear receiver is impracticalfor
t w o reasons. First, constraints of finite length and computational complexity must be imposed on the matched filter as
well as the T-spacedtransversal
equalizer. Secondly, in
most applications, it is impractical to design, beforehand, a
filter which is reasonably matched to the variety of received
signalspectraresultingfrom
transmissionsover different
channelsoratime-varyingchannel.
Thus themostcommonly used receiver structure comprises a fixed filter, symbo1 rate
sampler,
and
finite-length T-spaced adaptive
equalizer (Fig. 18). The fixed-filter response is either matched
to thetransmitted signalshapeor
is designed as a compromise equalizer which attempts to equalize the average
of the class of line characteristics expected for the application. For the present discussion, let us assume that the fixed
filter has animpulse response p ( t ) and a frequency response P ( f ) . Then, the T-spaced sampled output ofthis
filter may be written as
Uk

=zXnq(kT-

nT) -I- vk

(10)

n

where
4 t ) = P(t)*h(t)
and
vk = /n( t)p( kT- t) dt.

Denoting the N equalizercoefficients at time kT by the
column vector c k , and the samples stored in the equalizer
delay line by the vector uk, the equalizer output is given by
zk =

CLuk
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where the superscript T denotes transpose. Minimizing the
M S E 41zk - X k l 2 ] leads tothe set of optimum equalizer
coefficients

copt= A-’a

(11)

where A is an N X N Hermitian covariance matrix E[$u:],
and a is an N-element cross-correlation vector 4 * x k ] .
Usingthe assumptionthatthe
datasequence ( x k } is
uncorrelated with unit power, it can beshownthatthe
elements of the matrix A and vector a are given by

The correspondingexpressions for the zero-forcing equalizer
are

CZF(f ) = l / Q e q (

ai,j=Cq*(kT)q(kT+ i T - j T )
k

EzF(CO~)

+ No/@(

t)p( t

+ iT - j T ) dt

(1 2)

and
ai =

q*( - i T ) .

(1 3)

The MMSE achieved by this conventional suboptimum
ear receiver is given by

(21

f )

1

and
= T/

1/J

0

No&(

f)/lQeq(

f)12

df.

(22)

When P(f) is amatchedfilter,
i.e., P ( f ) = H * ( f ) , the
above expressions reduce to thosegiven in Section 11-81
because Spp( f ) = Qeq( f ) = Shh( f ) .
The smallest possibleM S E (zero-IS1 matched filter bound)
is achieved when in (20) we have

linl Q e q ( f)12/spp(

f ) = Shh( f ) =

Ro,

0 d f d I/T.

Thisoccurs when the channelamplitudecharacteristic is
(1 4)
cmin(con) = I - a * W ’ a .
ideal and perfect equalization is achieved by the matched
Alternatively, the N equalizer coefficients may be chosen
filter. The greater the deviation of IQeq( f)12/%,( f ) from its
to force the samples of the combined channel and equalizer average R o , the greater cmin(con). The aliased power specimpulse response to zero at all but one of the N T-spaced
trum(,s
, f ) , as defined in (19),is independent of the phase
instants in the span oftheequalizer.
The zero-forcing
characteristics of P( f ) or the sampler phase. The value of
equalizer coefficient vector is given by
the squaredabsolute value 1Qq(f)l2 of the aliasedspectrum Qeq( f ) , on the other hand, is critically dependent on
czF = Q-’8
(1 5)
the sampler phase in the rolloff region due to aliasing. Thus
where Q is an N X N matrix with elements
the minimum M S E achieved by the conventional receiver is
dependent on thesampler phase even when the number of
qI.? ./ = q( i~ - j T )
(1 6 )
T-spaced equalizer coefficients is unlimited (N 4 w).
When N is finite, the value of cmin(con) depends on the
and 8 i s a vector withonly onenonzeroelement,that
channelimpulse response h ( t ) , thenoisepower
spectral
element being unity. The MSE achieved by the zero-forcing
density No,the choice of the fixed receive filter p ( t ) , and
suboptimal receiver is given by
thenumber N of T-spaced equalizercoefficients. ThereczF(con) = cmin(con) + ( c Z F - c ~ ~ ~ ) * -~ Copt)
A ( c ~ ~ fore, it is difficult to say much about the performance or
degree of suboptimality of this receiver structure without
where the quadratic form is the excess M S E over the LMS
resorting to numericalcomputationsforparticular
examsolution.
ples. As noted above, one general characteristic ofthis
It is instructive to derive expressions for the equalizer and
receiver structure is the sensitivity of its performance to the
its performance as the number of coefficients is allowed to
choice of sampler phase. This point is discussed further in
grow without bound. Since the N X N matrices A and Q
Section It-E.
are Toeplitz,their
eigenvaluescanbe
obtainedbythe
4) Finite- Length Fractionally Spaced Transversal Equalizer:
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of any row or column as
This suboptimum linear receiver structureis simply a practiN -P w [MI. Thus by taking the DFT of (11) for copt we
cal form of the infinite-lengthstructure discussed in Section
obtainthe frequencyspectrum oftheinfinite-length
Tii-C2. We shall restrict our attention to the digitally implespaced L M S equalizer
mented fractionally spaced equalizer (FSE) with tap spacing
K T / M (seeFig. 19). The input to the FSE is thereceived
signal sampled at rate M / T
y( k T / M ) = C x n h ( k T / M

- nT) + n( k T / M ) .

(23)

n

where
Qeq( f )

C Q( f - n / T )
n

is the aliased spectrum of q( t ) , and
n

is the aliased power spectrumof
achievable M S E is given by
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p ( t ) . The minimum

Fig. 19. Linear receiver based on a fractionally spaced transversal equalizer.
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Each symbol interval, the FSE produces an output according
to
N-I

C,Y( &T - ~ K T / M ) .

Z( & T ) =

(24)

n-0

Denoting the N equalizer coefficients at time kT by the
vector ck and the N most recently receivedsamples (spaced
KT/M seconds apart) by the vector yk, the equalizer output
may be written as
= clyk.

Zk

finite FSE spectrum C ( f ) can take anyvalue in thisfrequency range without affecting the output signal or MSE.
Gitlin andWeinstein
[39] showthatfortransmission
systems with less than 100-percent excess bandwidth, the
matrix A is nonsingular for a finite-length FSE even as the
noise becomes vanishingly small. Therefore, there exists a
unique set of optimum equalizer coefficients cOptgiven by

(25).
Deviation of the coefficient vector ck from the optimum
results in the following excess MSE over cmin(FSE) given in
(28):

Minimizing the MSE E[Izk - xk12] leads to the set of optimum equalizer coefficients
cOpt= A-’a

where A is an N X N covariance matrix E[)’i:yl],and a is
an N-element cross-correlation vector 4)’i:xk].
Usingthe assumptionthat the datasequence { x k } is
uncorrelated withunit power, it can beshownthatthe
elements of the matrix A and vector a are given by

a , , j = C h * ( & ~ -; K T / M ) ~ ( & T - ~ K T / M )+ ~ ~ 8(26)
,
k
ai = h*( - ~ K T / M ) .

(27)

The MMSE achieved by the FSE is given by
= I - a*TA-’a.

c,,,~,,(FsE)

(28)

On the surface, the FSE development is quite similar to
that of the conventional
T-spaced LMS equalizergiven in
theprevious section. There are, however,significant differences. First, unlike the T equalizer, the FSE does not
require a fixed receiveshaping filter p(t). Secondly, note
that while the FSE input covariance matrix A is Hermitian, it
is not Toeplitz. In fact, each diagonal periodically takes one
of M different values. Due to thenon-Toeplitzcyclostationary nature of the A matrix, it is no longer possible to
obtain the eigenvalues of A by simply taking the
DFT of
one of its rows even as N + 00. However, it is possible to
decompose the set of infinite equations

This quadratic form may be diagonalized to obtain #%dk,
wherethe diagonalmatrix
A has the eigenvalues of A
along its main diagonal, and dk is the transformed coefficient deviation vector according to

where the columns of the diagonatizing matrix
V are the
eigenvectors of A . From the analysis of the infinite FSE, one
would expect that when the number of FSE coefficients is
“large,” a significant fraction ( M - K ) / M of the eigenvalues of A are relatively small. If the ith eigenvalue is very
dk will not
small, the i t h element of the deviation vector
contribute significantly to the
excess MSE. It is, therefore,
possible for coefficient deviations to exist along the eigenvectors correspondingto the small eigenvalues of A without
significant impact on the MSE. Thus many coefficient vectors may produce essentially the same MSE.
Themostsignificantdifference
in thebehaviorofthe
conventional suboptimum receiver and the FSE is a direct
consequence of the higher sampling rate at the input to the
FSE. Since no aliasing takes place at the FSE input, it can
independently manipulate the spectrum in the two rolloff
regions to minimize the output M S E after symbol-rate sampling. Thus unlike the T-spaced equalizer, it is possible for
the FSE to compensate for timing phase as well as asymmetry in the channel amplitude or delay characteristicswithout
noise enhancement. This is discussed further in Section 11-E.

Ac= a
D. Nonlinear Receivers

into M subsetseach with M Toeplitzsubmatrices.Using
this procedure, it canbe shown [39] that as N + m, a
fraction (M - K)/M of the eigenvalue are equal to No,and
the remaining eigenvalues are of the form (M/K) Shh( f)
No,where

+

The MMSE linear receiver is optimum with respect to the
of symbol error
ultimate criterion of minimum probability
only when the channel does not introduce any amplitude
distortion, i.e., Shh( f ) = R, 0 g f g 1/T. The linear receive
filter then achieves the matched filter (mf) bound for MSE

Shh( iM/NKT) = C I H ( iM/NKT - n/T)12,
n

~=O,I,~,...,(NK/M)-I. (29)
The frequency response of the optimum FSE approaches
(8) as N + 00, and its MSE approaches cmin (linear) given
in (6).
As the noise becomes vanishinglysmall, an infinitely long
FSE has a set of zero eigenvalues. This implies that there are
an infinite numberofsolutionswhichproducethe
same
minimum MSE. The nonunique nature of the infinite FSE is
evidentfromthe
fact thatwhenboth
signal andnoise
vanish in the frequency range 1/2T< If1 < M/2T, the in-
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and a memoryless threshold detector is sufficient to minimize the probability of error. When amplitude distortion is
present in the channel, a linear receive filter, e.g., FSE, can
reduce IS1 and output MSE by providing the output signal
spectrum

Thecorrespondingoutput
error powerspectrum is No/
[ N o Shh(f)].Thus noise power is enhanced at those frequencies where Shh( f ) < R,. A memoryless detector oper-

+
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ating on the output of this received filter no longer minimizes symbol error probability.
Recognizingthis fact,several authors have investigated
optimum orapproximately
optimum nonlinearreceiver
structures subject to a variety of criteria [59]. Most of these
a
receivers use oneformor
another of themaximum
posteriori probability rule to maximize either the probability of detectingeach symbol correctly [ I ] or of detecting the
entiretransmitted sequence correctly. The classical maximum-likelihood receiver [54] consists of r n k matched filters,
sequence whose
where k is the length of the transmitted
symbols are drawn from a discrete alphabet of size rn.
The complexityofthe
classicalreceiver, which grows
exponentially with the message length, can be avoided by
using the Viterbi algorithm. This recursive algorithm which
was originally invented to decode convolutional codes was
recognized to be a maximum-likelihood sequenceestimator (MLSE) of the statesequence of a finite-state Markov
process observed in memorylessnoise[25].Forney
[24]
showedthat ifthe receivefilter isa whitened matched
filter, its symbol rate outputs at the correct sampling times
forma
set ofsufficient
statistics forestimationofthe
information sequence.Thus the transmissionsystem between the data source and the Viterbi algorithm (VA) can
be considered as adiscrete channel, as shown in Fig. 20.
The state andhencethe
input sequence ofthe discrete
channel can be estimated by the
VA which observes the
channel output corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise
[24]. The computational complexity of the MLSE is proporr n - ’ , thenumberofdiscretechannel
states,
tionalto
where 1 is the number of terms in thediscretechannel
pulse response.
The MLSE maximizes themean time between error(MTBE)
events, a reasonable criterion for practical automatic repeat
request (ARQ)data
communications systems where efficiency is measured by throughput (i.e., thenumber of
blocks of data correctly received versus the total number of
blocks transmitted).
The symbol error probability of theMLSE [24] is estimated
by an expression of the form

neighboring sequences is cfmin,u2 is the mean square white
Gaussian noise power at the input to the VA, and 8mi,/u2
is the effective SNR.
Q(x) = (1/2n)pxP(-?/2)

is the Gaussian probability of error function, and the error
coefficient K may be interpreted as the average number of
ways in which minimum distance symbol errors can occur.
The lower bound on the probability of
error for binary
transmission over an ideal AWGN channel is given by

Q[ (2~min(mf))-”~].
The MLSE approaches this lower bound at high SNR for all
channelsexceptthose
with extremely severe ISI. For instance, for a class IV partial response system with a discrete
channel model of the form
1 - d,the symbol error rate
achieved by the MLSE is about 4 timesthe lower bound
given above. In decibels this difference is small (about 0.5
dB forasymbolerror
rate ofand
goes to zero as the
effective SNR goes to infinity.
For unknown and/or slowly time-varying
channels, the
M L S E can bemadeadaptivebyensuringthat
boththe
whitenedmatchedfilter
andthechannelmodel
used by
the VA adapt to the channel response. Magee and Proakis
[62] proposed an adaptive version of the VA which uses an
adaptive identification algorithm to provide an estimate of
the discrete channel pulse response. Structures with adaptive whitened matched filters (WMF) were proposed in [61]
and [MI.
Forney [24] derived the WMF as the cascade connection
W ( f ) ,asymbol-rate sampler, anda
ofamatchedfilter
T-spaced transversal whitening filter whose pulse response
is the anticausal factor of the inverse filter l/Shh(f). The
noise at theoutputofthe
WMF is white andthe IS1 is
causal. Price [83] showed that the WMF is also the optimum
forward filter in a zero-forcing decision-feedback equalizer,
where the feedback transversal filter can exactly cancel the
causal IS1 provided all past decisions are correct. (Earlier,
Monsen [71] had derived the optimum forward filter for an
L M S DFE.)
Atthispoint
it is helpfulto discuss simplerformsof
nonlinear receivers, i.e., decision feedback equalization and

Pr ( e) = KQ[ dmin/2u].
The minimum Euclideandistancebetween

dY

any two valid

WIYrra)

WmOL

aut%cE

It

Fig. 20.
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Discretechannel model.
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general decision-aided IS1 cancellation, before returning to
the topic of adaptive receiver filtering for maximum-likelihood sequence estimation.
I ) Decision Feedback Equalizers: The MLSE unravels IS1
by deferring decisionsandweighing as many preliminary
decision sequences as the number of states in the discrete
channel model. Thus in most cases, the MLSE makes use of
all the energy in the discrete channel impulse response to
maximizetheeffective
SNR.
By
contrast, a D F E makes
memoryless decisions andcancels all trailing IS1 terms. Even
when the WMF is used as thereceivefilterfor
both the
M L S E and the DFE, the latter suffers from a reduced effective SNR, and error propagation, due to its inability to defer
decisions.
a) Infinite length: A decision-feedback equalizer (DFE)
takes advantage of the symbols which have already been
detected(correctly
with highprobability) to cancel the
intersymbol interference dueto these symbolswithout noise
enhancement.Aninfinite-length
DFE receiver takes the
general form (Fig. 21) ofaforwardlinearreceivefilter,
symbol-rate sampler,canceler, and memoryless detector.
The symbol-rate output of the detector is then used by the
feedback filter to generate future outputs for cancellation.

As pointed out by Belfioreand Park [4],an equivalent
structure to the DFE receiverof Fig. 21 is thestructure
latter may bemotivatedfromthe
shown in Fig.22.The
point of view that given the MMSE forward filter, e.g., an
infinite-length FSE, we know that the sequence of symbola set of
rate samplesat
theoutputofthisfilterform
sufficient statistics for estimating the transmitted sequence.
Then what simple form of nonlinear processing could further reduce the M S E ? To this end, let us examine the power
spectra of the two components of distortion: noise and 1st.
Noise at the output of theMMSE forward filter (see Section
Il-C1) has the power spectrum

Since noise and IS1 are independent, the power spectrum of
the total distortion or error sequence is given by the sum of
the noise and IS1 power spectra, i.e.,

KyIw*R)

RQNE

Fig. 2 l . Conventional decision-feedback receiver.

Fig.

22.

Predictor form of decision-feedback receiver.
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Theerrorsequence
is whiteif and only if Shh( f ) is a
constant; e.g., Shh(f) = R o , If1 Q 1/2T, when the channel
has no amplitude distortion. In this case, further reduction
in M S E is not possible. However, for channels with amplitudedistortion,thepowerofthe
errorsequence at the
output of the forward filter can be reduced further by linear
prediction [122], provided pastsamples
ofthe error sequence are available. An estimate of these past error samples can be obtained by decision feedback
via a memoryless detector, as shown in Fig. 22. To complete the picture,
it remains to derive the optimum predictor spectrum as the
number of predictor coefficients grows without bound.
The error sequence at the predictor output has the spectrum
E( f ) =

i(f ) + (!I

f)B( f)

where B(f) is the desired spectrum of the
predictor, i.e.,

infinitely long

m

6ne - P f n T .

g( f ) =
n-1

The optimum B( f ) is one which minimizes the final MSE

The solution i s available from the theory of one-step pre[44]. Thereexists a
dictors andToeplitzquadraticforms
factorizationofthe
inverse powerspectrum ofthe error
sequence, such that

r( f)r*(f) = IAP( f)12

Thisexpression is identical to the MMSE for an infinitelength convention1 DFE [93], which proves the equivalence
of the predictor and conventional D F E structures.
We can write the following equivalence relationship by
comparing the t w o DFE structures shown in Figs. 21 and 22:
W( f) = H*( f)

C( f ) [ l

+ B( f)].

(34)

After some inspection, it becomes evident that the infinitelength forward filter W(f) in the
conventional D F E structure is the cascade of a matched filter and the anticausal
factor of the optimum C( f ) given in (4) [71]. So long as the
length of the forward filter in
each of the two DFE structures is unconstrained, the two structures remain equivalent
even when the feedback (or prediction) filter is reduced to
a finite length. Note, however, that while the forward filter
W( f ) in the conventional structure dependson the number
of feedback coefficients, the forward filter
in the predictor
structure is independent of the predictor coefficients.
An alternative to the optimum mean-square D F E receiver
is the zero-forcing formulation [4], [83]. The forward filter is
again of the form (34). However, C( f ) is designed to satisfy
the zero-IS1 constraint, i.e., C( f ) = I/$,,,(
f). Thus the forward filter W( f ) is the cascade of a matched filter and the
anticausal factor of the inverse filter I/&( f). The noise at
the output of W(f) is white and the IS1 is causal (as in the
case of Forney's whitened matched filter). The causal IS1 is
completely canceledby an infinite-length decision-feedback filter. The final error sequence consists solely of noise
which is white and Gaussian with power

where

r( f)

m

ynexp( - j 2 n f n ~ )

=
n-0

i.e., { y n } is causal. Then the optimum B( f) is given by
B( f) =

r( f ) I y 0 - I ,

oQ

f < I/T

wherethenormalizingfactor
yo is the average value of
I-( f ) in the range If1 Q 1/2T. The minimum achievable M S E
is
cmin(DFE) = IAYOI~.

(32)

Given the error sequence with power spectrum I P ( f)12, the
optimum predictor produces a white error sequence with
power spectral density l/ly,12. Note that since both error
sequences, before and after prediction, contain noise and
IS1 components, neither sequence is Gaussian.The MMSE
given in (32) can be expressed directly in terms ofthe
folded power spectrum Shh( f). Note that

As expected, cmin(m9 Q cmi,(DFE) Q cZF(DFE).
b) Finite length: Neglectingzero-forcing
equalizers,
there are four possible structures for finite-length DFE receivers, based on theconventional or FSE forward filters,
and conventional or predictor forms of feedback filters. Let
us denote these as
Type 1: Conventional forward filter conventional feedback filter.
Type 2 : Conventionalforwardfilter
predictor feedback filter.
Type 3: FSE forward
filter
conventional
feedback
filter.
Type 4: FSE forward filter
predictor feedback filter.

+

+

+

+

Type 7: To the forward equalizer structure described in
Section ll-C3, we add Nb feedback Coefficients. Denoting
the latter at time k T by the column vector b k , the samples
stored in the forward equalizer delay line by the vector uk,
and the past N, decisions by the vector xk, the equalizer
output is given by
zk = c:uk

The first integral on the right-hand side is In(l/lho12) since
If( f)12 = lAho12. The second integral is zero because 1
B( f ) has all i t s zeros inside the unit circle [122]. Thus using
(32), we have

+

- 6 xk .

Minimizing the M S E with respect to the feedback coefficients leads to

b, = QCk
(36)
where Q is an N, X N matrix with elements given by (16).
Using (36) andproceeding as in Section 11-Cl,it can be
shown that theset of optimum forward coefficientsis given
by
cOpt= k ' a .

(33)
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The N X N matrix

A

has elements b,,j similar to
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Fig. 23. Decision-aided IS1 cancellation.

by (12), except that the summation over k now excludes the
set 1 Q k g N, (which is in the span of the feedback filter).
Finally
bo,, =

QCopt.

Type 2: In this case, theforwardequalizercoefficients
can be obtained from (11) independently of the predictor
vector at time kT
coefficients. Let Ck beanN,-element
consisting of the N, most recent error signals before prediction at instants k , k - I;.., k - N, - 1, with the forward equalizercoefficients at theiroptimal values.Then,
the set of optimum predictor coefficients bk is the solution
of the normal equations
E [ 6;-1&-7]

bk = E [ 6;f?k].

(38)

Type 3: This case is similar to Type 1, except thatthe
forward filter structuredescribed in Section ll-C4 is used.
The set of optimum forward coefficients
can be obtained
using
cop, = k ' a

A

wherethematrix
has elementssimilar
to A,,, givenby
(26), except that the summation
over k now excludes the
set 1 Q K < N,. The optimum feedbackcoefficients are
given by
bop, = HCopt

where H is an N, X N matrix with elements h,,j = h( iT jKT/M).
Type 4: Thistypeof
D F E is similar to Type 2. The
optimum forward coefficients given by (25) still apply and
the predictor coefficients can be obtained by solving a set
of normal equations similar to that given in (38).
For a direct comparison of the performance of the four
types of DFE structures, resort must be made to numerical
solutionfor particularchannel characteristics, numberof
equalizer coefficients, etc. One general comment that can
is thatfor
an equalnumberofforwardand
bemade
feedback coefficients, the D F E structures of Type 1 and 3
will always achieve an output M S E at least as low or lower
thanthe
M S E achieved by structuresof Type 2 and 4,
respectively.This
is true because unlike Type 1 and 3
structures,independentsolutionoftheforwardequalizer
and the feedback predictor coefficientsin Type 2 and 4 D F E
structures does not in general guarantee joint minimization
of the final MSE.
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One important factor in the practical performance of D F E
structures of all types is the effect of error propagation on
the final error probability. Assuming correct decisions, the
improvement in output signal-to-MSEratioprovidedby
a
D F E reduces the probability of occurrence of the first error.
However, once an error occurs it tends to propagate due to
incorrect decision feedback. Bounds on the error multiplication factor have been developed by Duttweiler et al. 1121
and by Belfiore and Park [4].
2) Decision-Aided /SI Cancellation: The concept of decision feedback of past data symbols to cancel intersymbol
interference can theoretically be extended to include future
datasymbols. If all past andfuture datasymbols
were
assumed to be known at the receiver, then given a perfect
model of the IS1 process, all IS1 could be canceled exactly
without any noiseenhancement. Such a hypothetical receiver could, therefore, achieve the zero-IS1 matched-filter
bound on performance. In practice,theconceptofdecision-aided IS1 cancellation can beimplementedbyusing
tentative decisions and some finite delay at the receiver. In
the absence of tentative decision errors, the IS1 due to these
finite number of future data symbols (as well as past data
symbols) can be canceled exactly before final receiver decisions are made. Such a receiver structure with a two-step
decision process was proposedby Proakis[85].Recently,
Gersho and Lim [34] observed that the MSE performance of
this receiver structure could be improved considerably by
an adaptive matched filter in the path of the receivedsignal
prior to IS1 cancellation. In fact, the zero-IS1 matched-filter
bound on M S E could be achieved in thelimit assuming
correct tentative decisions. A general theoretical treatment
is available i n [ a ] .
Consider the block diagram of Fig. 23 where correct data
symbols are assumed to be known to the canceler. Let the
forwardfilter
have N coefficientsfractionally
spacedat
KT/M-second intervals. Then the final output of the structure is given by
zk = c:yk - q x k

where ck and yk are the forward filter coefficient and input
vectors, respectively, with N elements as defined earlier in
Section ll-C2, bk is the vector of the canceler coefficients
spaced T seconds apart, and xk is the vector of data symN,. The data
bols. Each of these vectors is of length N,
vector xk has elements xk+ N,, . . . x k + ' , x ~ - ~ .,.,. x ~ - ~ , .
Notethatthe
current data symbol xk is omitted. The
and
N, causal coefficients
canceler has N1 noncausal

+
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b-,,.
.,b-,, b,;. ., bN,. To minimize the MSE 4 Izk xk12], we can proceed a i i n Section Il-Dlb for the DFE. First,
settingthe derivative ofthe MSE with respect to bk to zero
we obtain

-

bk
where H is an (N1

+ N,)

h,,j= h(iTjKT/M),

=

Hc~

and the IS1 power spectrum may be written as
tl - s h h ( f ) / [ N O + R 0 1 2 + 6 ( f ) ~ 2 = N ~ / [ N O + R 0 1 2 ~
The output MSE, obtained by integrating the
sum of the
noise and IS1 power spectra, is equal to the zero-IS1 matched
filter bound, i.e.,

X N matrix with elements

i =- N 1 ; ~ ~ , 1 , 1 ; ~ - , N 2
j=O,l;..,N-I.

Using this result, it can be shown that the optimum set of
forward filter coefficients is given by

cWt= A-’a

A

where the matrix
has elements 2 j , j similar to
given by
(26), except that the summation over k now excludes the
set k = - N , ; - . , l , I , . . - , N , (which is in the span of the
canceler). The vector a is the same as in (27). Finally, the
optimum canceler
coefficient
vector
= Hc,,
consists
of T-spaced samples of the impulse response of the channel and the forward filter in cascade, omitting the reference
sample.
Therole of the forward filter.
in thisstructure may be
better understood from the following point of view. Given
an optimum (LMS) desired impulse response (DIR) for the
canceler (with the reference sample forced to unity), the
forward filter equalizes the channel response to this desired
impulse response with least MSE. In fact boththe DIR,
modeled by thecanceler coefficients, and the forward filter
coefficients are beingjointlyoptimizedtominimizethe
final MSE. The samebasic idea wasused by Falconer and
Magee [I71 to create atruncated DIR channelforfurther
processing by the Viterbi algorithm. In (171,a unit energy
constraint was imposed on the DIR while in the IS1 canceler
structure the reference sample of the DIR is constrained to
be unity. Another difference between the two structures is
the use of a forward filter withfractional tap spacing rather
Tthan a predetermined“matched”filterfollowedbya
spaced equalizer. The use of a fractionally spaced forward
filterforcreating
a truncated DIR was proposed in [ 8 8 ]
noting its abilitytoperformcombined
adaptivematched
filtering and equalization.
As we allow the
lengths of theforwardfilterandthe
canceler to grow without bound, the forward filter evolves
into a matched filter with frequency response [34], [80]

The canceler models the T-spaced impulse response of the
channel and forward filter in cascade, all except the reference sample. The frequency response of the canceler may
be written as

Note that since all the quantities in the above expression
for the canceler frequency responsearereal, the canceler
coefficients must be Hermitian symmetric.
The output noise power spectrum is given by

The critical question regarding decision aided IS1 cancellation is the effect of tentative decision errors on the final
error probability of the receiver. Published results answering this question are not yet available. However, reduced
MSE has also beenreported [SI whena versionofthe
decision-aided receiver structureis used to cancel nonlinear
ISI.
3) Adaptive Filters for MLSE: Adaptivereceive filtering
prior to Viterbi detection is of interest from two points of
view. First, for unknown and/or slowly time-varying channels the receive filter must be adaptive in order to obtain
theultimate performancegain frommaximum-likelihood
sequence estimation. Secondly, the complexity of the MLSE
becomes prohibitive forpractical channels with a larger
number of IS1 terms.Therefore, in a practical receiver, an
adaptive receive filter may be used to limit the time spread
of the channel as well as to track slow time variation in the
channel characteristics [17], [89].
By a development similar to that given in Section ll-C2, it
can be shown that afractionally spaced transversalfilter can
model the characteristics of the WMF proposed by Forney
[24]. However, the constraint on this filter to produce zero
anticausal IS1 makes it difficult to derive an algorithm for
updating the filter coefficients in an adaptive receiver.
Thegeneralproblem
of adaptive receive filteringfor
MLSE may be approached as follows. We know from Section lkC2 that an LMS FSE produces the compositeresponse
of a matched filter and an LMS T-spaced equalizer, when
the M S E is definedwith respect to a unit pulse DIR. In
general, an LMS FSE frequency responsecanalways
be
viewed as the composite of a matched filter and an LMS
T-spaced equalizer response

where G( f ) is the DIR frequency response with respect to
which the MSE is minimized. After symbol-rate sampling,
FSE is givenby
the signalspectrum at the output of the
S h h ( f ) G ( f ) / [ N o Shh(f)], If1 d 1/2T, andthe
output
noise power spectrum may be written as

+

Theselectionofthe
DIR is thereforethe
crux ofthe
problem. Fredericsson [30] has shown that from an effective
M S E point of view, best performance is obtained when the
DIR is selected such that its power spectrum is

With this optimum DIR andthereceive
filter selected
according to (39), theresidual IS1 powerspectrum at the
input to the Viterbi algorithm is given by

Summingthe
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residual IS1 andnoisepower

spectra we
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sponse.

obtain the powerspectrum of the combined errorsequence
at the input to the Viterbi algorithm. The error sequence is
found to be white with mean-squared value No/( R,
No),
which is equal to the matched-filter bound. Note that the
Gaussiannoisecomponentofthe
errorsequence is approximately white at a moderately high SNR. However, the
total errorsequence whilewhite is not Gaussian due to
residual ISI.
Let us select the DIR such that G ( f ) is the causal factor
of the power spectrum given in (40). Then the resulting FSE
(39) may be recognized as the optimum forward filter of an
infinite-length conventional LMS DFE. At moderately high
SNR this FSE approaches the WMF. An MLSE receiver using
such a receive filter is shown in Fig. 24. This receiver can
easily be made adaptive by updating
both the FSE and the
feedback filter coefficients to jointly minimize the meansquaredvalue of the error sequence.The feedback filter
coefficients also provide all but the first DIR coefficient for
use bytheViterbialgorithm.
The first DIR coefficient is
assumed to be unity.
Fredericsson [30] points out the difficulty of obtaining a
general explicit solution for the optimum truncated DIR of
a specified finite length. However, when the DIR is limited

+
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to two or three terms [17], [30], it invariably takes the form
of one or the other familiar class of partial response systems
[48] with a null at one or both band edges. As mentioned in
Section 11-D, the Viterbi algorithm is able to recover most of
the nearly3-dB loss which otherwise results from use of
bandwidth-efficient partial-response systems.
Several methodsofjointlyoptimizing
thefractionally
spaced receive filter and thetruncated DIRare available
whichminimizethe
M S E at theinputtotheViterbi
algorithm (VA). These methods differ in the formofconstraint [17], [ a ] on the DIR which is necessary in this
optimization process to excludetheselectionofthe
null
DIR corresponding to no transmission through the channel.
The general form of such a receiver is shown in Fig. 25.
One such constraint is to restrict the DIR to be causal and
to restrict the first coefficient of the DIR to be unity. In this
case, the delay LT in Fig. 25 is equal to the delay through
the VA and the first coefficient of { 4 ) is constrained to be
unity.
If the causality constraint is removed (as in [34] for decision-aided IS1 cancellation)butthereference(orcenter)
coefficient of the DIR is constrained to unity, another form
of the receivershown in Fig. 25 is obtained [103]. In this

1371

case the delay LT is equal to the delay through the VA plus
1 coefficients with its center
N,T where the DIR has 2N,
coefficient constrained to be unity. As before, this structure
can easily be made adaptive by updating the
FSE and DIR
coefficients in a direction opposite to the gradient of the
squared error with respect to each coefficient.
The least restrictiveconstraint on the DIR is theunit
energyconstraintproposedby
Falconerand Magee [17].
This leads to yetanotherform
ofthe receiver structure
shown in Fig.25. However,theadaptationalgorithmfor
updating the desired impulse response coefficients { b k } is
considerablymorecomplicated
(see[17]). Notethatthe
fixed predetermined WMF and T-spaced prefilter combinationof [I71 has beenreplaced in Fig. 25 bya general
fractionally spaced adaptive filter.
A common characteristic of the above mentioned truncated DIR suboptimum MLSE receiver structures is that the
sample sequence at the input to the VA contains residual
IS1 (with respect to the DIR), and that the noise sequence is
not white. Bounds on theperformance of the VA in the
presence of correlated noise and residual IS1 are developed
in [89]. In practice, so long as the DIR power spectrum more
or less matches the nulls or high-attenuation regions of the
channelfoldedpowerspectrum,
a reasonable length FSE
can manipulate the channel response to the truncated DIR
without significant noise enhancement or residual
ISI. However, the degree to which the noise sequence at the VA
input is uncorrelated depends on the constraints imposed
on the DIR. As mentioned earlier, as the causal DIR length
is allowed to grow, the forward filter in the structure of Fig.
25 approaches the WMF at moderately high SNR, resulting
in uncorrelated noise at the VA input. O n the other hand, if
the DIR is noncausal, thereceive filter approaches a matched
filter as the DIR length approaches the length of the original channel impulse response, resulting in the noise to be
coloredaccording to thefoldedpowerspectrum
of the
received signal. For suchreceiverstructures, the modified
VA [103], which takes the noise correlation into account, is
more appropriate.

+

s h h ( f r t O=
) exp(-j2nfro)[ IH(f)12 + I H ( f - I/T)I’

. exp(j2ato/~)],

oG

f G I/T.

Note that when to = 0, the alias IH( f - 1/T)12 adds constructively to IH( f)12, while for to = T/2, destructive aliasing takes place in the foldover region around 1/2T hertz. In
particular, if the channel power spectrum is the same at the
two band edges, anull is created in thesampled signal
spectrum at f = 1/2T hertz when to = T/2.
The M S E corresponding to (3) may be written as a function of timing phase, i.e.,

4 6 ) = T/l’h
0

-

Shh(

f,

6 ) C( f ) 1 2 + W

I2 df

h h ( f ) IC( f )

where C ( f ) is theperiodicfrequency
response of the
T-spaced equalizer which follows the sampler. Proceeding
to optimize C ( f ) , as in Section 11-81, theminimum MSE
may be derived as a function of to

(41)
Note that if S~,(f,r0)/S,,( f ) is small in the foldover region, duetopoor
choiceof to, the intergrandbecomes
relatively large in that range of frequencies. This leads to a
larger emin. Clearly, timing phase is unimportant when there
is no excess bandwidth and therefore no aliasing.
Theabovedevelopment
shows thatfor
systems with
excess bandwidth,the performanceoftheconventional
MMSE linear receiver with a fixed matched filter is sensitive
to choiceoftiming
phase due to theinabilityofthe
T-spaced equalizer to invert a “null” in the sampled signal
spectrum without excessive noise enhancement. This sensitivity can be avoided i f the matched filter spectrum H*( f )
is adjustedby a linear phase factor, exp(j2nfto),to explicitly compensateforthe
timing offset to. Aninfinitelength fractionally spaced equalizer obtains its insensitivity
to timing phase in this way.
For instance, given a timing offset to, an infinite length
T/2 equalizer synthesizes the frequency response

E. Timing Phase Sensitivity

W( f ) = H*( f ) exp(j2nfto)/[ No + Shh( f ) ] ,

As notedin earlier sections, conventionalsuboptimum
receiver structures based on T-spaced equalizers sufferfrom
extreme sensitivity to sampler timing phase.The inherent
insensitivity of theperformanceoffractionally
spaced
equalizers to timing phasewas heuristicallyexplained in
Section I-H. Here we present an overview of the influence
oftiming phase on theperformanceof
various receiver
structures.
receiver of
Let us reconsidertheconventionallinear
Section 11-C1 in the presence of a timing phase offset to.
Assume that H ( f ) = 0, If1 > 1/T,i.e., the channel hasat
most labpercent excess bandwidth. The samplednoise
sequence at the output of the matched filter is given by

The signal spectrum at the equalizer input is the DFT of the
T/Z-sarnpled channelimpulse response { h(kT/2
to)},
i.e., H ( f , t o ) = H(f)exp(-j2nffo),Ifl Q I/T. Aliasing, due
to symbol-rate sampling,takes place at the equalizer output
after W( f ) has explicitly compensated for the timing offset.
This results in the equalized signal spectrum

nk = n( k T + to) = I n ( t ) h*( t

- kT -

to) dt

where h*( - t ) is the impulse response of the matched filter
H*( f ) . The power spectrum, NoShh(f), of the noise sequence { nk>is independent of the timing phase to.
The sampled signal spectrum, however, is a function of to
according to
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If1

Q I/T.

+

Thus the residual ISI, noise, and M S E at the T/2 equalizer
output are all independent of the timing phase.
In a practical conventional receiver structure, the matched
filter is typically replaced by a filter matched to the transmitted pulse or the received pulse over the average channel. Mazo [ 6 4 ] has shown that undersome assumptions, the
best timing phase for an infinite-length T-spaced equalizer
is one which maximizesthe energy in theband
edge,
f = 1/2T hertz,component in thesymbol-ratesampled
signal at the equalizer input. However, on channels with
severe delay distortion and moderately large excess band-
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width, e.g., Wpercent, even the timing phase which maximizes band-edge energy can lead to near nulls elsewhere in
thefolded
spectrum. O n such a
channel,
a
T-spaced
equalizer performs poorly regardless of the choice of timing
phase. Conditions for amplitudedepressions to occur in the
folded spectrum are given in [%I. For instance, asymmetrical delay distortion in the two band-edge regions can cause
the phaseresponses ofthe two aliasingcomponents to
differ by I
Iradians a few hundred hertz away from the band
edge. Thus while the aliases add at theband edge, they
subtract where they are opposite in phase. This cancellation
may be accentuated by amplitude distortion in the channel
causing the amplitudes of the cancelingaliases to be nearly
equal.
By contrast,a finite-length FSE maintains its ability to
compensate for a timing offset in such a way as to equalize
with the minimum of noise enhancement.
The
results
discussed above can be
extended
to
decision-feedback receiver structures.Consider a conventional DFE consistingof a matchedfilter,asymbol-rate
sampler, and infinite-length T-spaced forward and feedback
filters. The M S E of such areceiver canbe derived as a
function of the timing
phase (usingthemethodgiven
in

W1)

( 42)
As to is varied, the greatest deviation in cm i n (t o ) occurs for a
channel such that

f ) = 1,

0 d f 6 1/T

I f 1 < (1

- a)/2T
(1 - U)/2Td f d (1

0,

In this section we expand upon the topics briefly introduced in Sections I-C through I-E, that is, L M S adaptation
algorithms, their convergence properties, and excess MSE.
The effect of finite
precision in digital implementations is
also discussed. The results of this section are applicable to
other forms of adaptive filters, e.g., an echo canceler, with
appropriate reinterpretation of terms.
Thedeterministicgradientalgorithm,which
is of little
practicalinterest, is presented first to set the stage for a
discussion of the L M S or stochastic gradient algorithm.
A. Deterministic Gradient Algorithm

ac,/ack = 2(

+ a)/2T.

and
1/(1 + l / ~ o ) ( ' - ~ ) .

For No = 0.01 (20-dB SNR) and a = 0.1, the M S E of the
decision-feedback equalizer degrades by 2 dl3 when to is
variedfromthe
best choice to = 0 to the worse choice
to = T/2. Thecorrespondingresultfortheconventional
linear receiver is obtained by using (41)
crn,n(to)Ito-O

=

a + ( I - Q)NO/(I + N o ) ,

For No = 0.01 and Q = 0.1, the M S E of the linear receiver
degrades by 10.4 dB as to is varied from 0 to T/2.
Thisexampleillustratesthe
abilityoftheconventional
D F E to compensateforthe
spectral null created by poor
choice of timing phase with much less noise enhancement
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ACk

- a).

ck+1 = ( I - bA)Ck

(43)

+ Aa

(44)

where A is the step-size parameter. (This update procedure
is also known as the steepest descent algorithm.) Using the
fact that a = Ac,,,, from (11) or (25), and subtracting cOpt
from both sides of (44),we obtain
ck+l

-

Copt

=

(I-

AA)(Ck

-

(45)

In order to analyzethestability
and convergenceofthe
deterministic gradient algorithm, we use coordinate transformation to diagonalize the set of equations (45) so that

= Nd(I + No)

and
cmin(tO)Ito-T/Z

+ 1.

Thus a deterministic (or exact) gradient algorithm for adjusting ck to minimize ck can be written as

t o ) I t o - O = 1/(1 + I/No)

cmin(tO)1t~-T/2=

[

- 2 Re C:'a]

= C:kk

Taking the gradient of the M S E with respect to ck gives

Using this result in (42) we obtain for the DFE
Emin(

LEASTMEAN-SQUARE
ADAPTATION

ck

and
1,

Ill.

When the equalizer input covariance matrix A andthe
cross-correlation vector a (see Sections 11-U and II-C4) are
known, one can write the M S E as a function of A , a, and
the equalizer coefficient vector t k according to

where a is the rolloff factor. For this channel
s h h ( f t t O ) ~ ~ o = O= S h h (

than a conventional linear receiver. However, this relative
insensitivity may not translate into actual performance insensitivity from anerror probability point of view due
to
error propagation in the DFE. In order to cancel the IS1 due
to aspectral
null createdby
a bad timing phase, the
feedback filter must develop a relatively long impulse response with large magnitudecoefficients. Such a DFE is
likely to suffer from severe error propagation.
a DFE with a fractionally spaced
Theperformanceof
forward filter is, of course, insensitive to timing phase by
virtue of explicit compensation of the timing offset by the
forward filter before symbol-rate sampling. The same comment applies to a fractionally spaced receive filter used in
conjunction with a maximum-likelihood sequence estimator.

= ( I - AA)dk

dk+q

(46)

wherethetransformedcoefficientdeviationvector
is defined in (30).
Since A is a diagonal matrix, it is clear from (46) that the
i t h element of dk decays geometrically according to
d;k=(I

-AA,)

k

dj0,

i=o,l;-.,N-l

(47)

where A; is the ith eigenvalue of A , and d
, is the initial
value of the i t h transformed tap-gain deviation. Recall from
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Section ll-C2 thatgiven d k , the MSE at step k may be
written as the sum of eminand the excess M S E
-k qTAdr;

ck = €,in

= cmin

+

(ck+l -

N-1

Xj(I

- AXj)2kldjo12.

(48)

i-0

Given finite initial deviations, the deterministic algorithm is
stable and the M S E converges to emin provided

(49)

0 < A < 2/XmaX

where X,,
is themaximumeigenvalueof
A. If all the
eigenvalues of A are equal to X and A is selected to be
1 / X , the excess M S E will be reduced to zero in one adjustment step of the deterministic gradient algorithm (44). For a
T-spaced equalizer,this condition corresponds to a flat
folded power spectrum at the equalizer input.
When the eigenvalues of A have a large spread, i.e., the
ratio p = XmaX/Amin is large, no single value of the step size
A leads to fast convergenceof all thetap-gaindeviation
Amin), the two extreme
components. When A = 2/(Xm,,
tap-gain deviation components converge at the same rate
according to [ ( p - l ) / ( p l ) l k [33]. All other components
converge at a fasterrate with a time constant at most as
large as ( p 1)/2 iterations. The impact of the large eigenvalue spread on the convergence ofthe
excess M S E is
somewhat lessseverebecause
tap-gaindeviationscorresponding to the
smalleigenvalues contribute less to the
excess M S E (see (48)).
Two possibilities forspeeding up the convergence of this
deterministic algorithm can be devised.The first of these
involves the use of a variable step size A, in (44). This leads
to the relationships

+

+

+

n

k-1

d j k= d,

where yk is the equalizer input vector, xk is thereceived
data symbol, and ek is the error in the equalizer output.
Subtracting cOptfrom both sides of (50) allows us to write

(1 - A n x i ) ,

i = 0,1;.., N

-1

n-0

corresponding to (47). Observe that, i f the eigenvalues are
known beforehand, complete convergence can be obtained
in N steps by using a variablestep size providedthe N
values of the step size are selected such that A n = l / X n ,
n = 0 , l ; . ., N - 1 . Thuseach step reduces oneofthe
tap-gain deviation components to zero.
The second method of obtaining fast convergence is to
replacethe scalar A in (44) bytheprecomputed
inverse
matrix A - l . This is tantamount to direct noniterative solution, since regardless of initial conditions or the eigenvalue
spread of A , or the equalizer size N , optimum solution is
obtained in one step.

Copt)

A)fyl)(ck

=(I-

-

Copt) -'yfekopt

where ekopt is theinstantaneouserror
if theoptimum
coefficients were used. The transformed coefficient deviation vector dk is now arandomquantity.Neglecting
the
dk
dependenceof t k on yk, we see thatthemeanof
follows the recursive relationship (&), i.e.,
=

(I-

AA>E[dkl.

(51)

The ensemble average of the MSE evolves according to
f E [ flTAdk]

E k = €,,,in

where the second term on the right is the averageexcess
MSE
N-1
€Ak

=

X i E [ ldik12].

i-0

This quantity is difficult to evaluate exactly in terms of the
channeland equalizer parameters. Usingtheassumption
that the equalizer input vectors yk are statistically independent [38], [65],[MI, [102],the following approximate recursive relationship can be derived:
E [ ldk+1I2] = M E [l d k I 2 ] + A2cminX

(52)

where X is the vector of eigenvalues of A and the N X N
matrix M has elements
M,i = (1 - 2AXj)6,j

+ A2XjXj

Let p be the ratio of the maximum to the effective average
eigenvalue of A.
Three important results can be derived [38] using this line
of analysis [I021 and eigenvalue bounds [38]:
1 ) The L M S algorithm is stable if the step size A is in the
range
0 < A < 2 / ( NpX)

(53)

x

where is the average eigenvalue of A and is equal to the
average signal power at the equalizer input, defined according to E [ y : g ] / N . When A satisfies (53), all eigenvalues of
the matrix M in (52) are less than one in magnitude permitting mean-square coefficient deviations in ( 5 2 ) to converge.
2 ) The excess M S E follows the recursive relationship
cAk+l

= [ I - 2Ax

+ A2Np(x)'] C A k + A2cmlnNp(X)*.
(54)

B. LMS Gradient Algorithm
In practice, the channel characteristics are notknown
beforehand. Therefore, the gradient of the M S E cannot be
determined exactly and must be estimated from the noisy
receivedsignal. The LMS gradientalgorithm [I091 is ob(44) by
tainedfromthe
deterministicgradientalgorithm
replacing the gradient

by i t s unbiased but noisyestimate yf (y,'ck - x k ) . The
equalizercoefficients are adjustedonce in every symbol
interval according to

If A is selected to minimize the excess MSE ateach iteration, we would obtain
' k

'Ak/('rnin

I

+ '&k)( Npx).

Initially cAk x=-cmln, so that fastest convergence is obtained
with an initial step size

A,N =
p XI /)(.

(55)

Note that A. is half as large as the maximum permissible
step size for stable operation.
3 ) The steady-state excess M S E can be determined from
(54) to be
c,, = AemlnNpx/(2 - A NpX).
(56)

A value of A = A. results in c,, = cmin, that is, the final M S E
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is 3 dB greater than the minimum achievable MSE. In order
to reduce
to ycmin, where y is a small fraction, A must
be reduced t o

A = 2y/[(l

+ y ) NpX] = 2A0y/(1 + y ) .

(57)

For instance, a reduction of A to 0.1 A. results in a steadystate M S E which is about 0.2 dB greater than the minimum
achievable MSE.
Note thattheimpactof
a distortedchannel, with an
eigenvalue ratio p > 1, on the excess MSE, its rate of convergence, and the choice of A is the same as if the number
of equalizercoefficients N was increased toNp. For a
T-spaced equalizer, some of the eigenvalues (and hence p )
dependonthetiming
phaseand thechannelenvelope
delay characteristics in the band-edge regions.
The above results apply equally to T-spaced and fractionatly spaced equalizers, except thattherecursionfor
the
excess M S E (54) for a KT/M-spaced equalizer is given by
cAK+, = [I- 2A(M/K)X

further,the
M S E increases if thechannelcharacteristics
change at all or if some adjustments madeat peak errors are
large enough to perturb the equalizer coefficients.
The M S E which can be attained by a digital equalizer of a
certain precision can be approximated as follows [38].Let
the equalizercoefficients be represented by a uniformly
quantized number of B bits (including sign) in the range
(-1,l). Then the real and imaginary parts of the equalizer
coefficients will continue to adapt, on the average, so long
as

It i s desirable to select a compromise value of A such that
cA, with
predictedbyinfinitethetotal M S E E = cmin
precision (analog) analysis(56), is equal to the lower limit
(58). The required
on E determined bydigitalprecision
precision can be estimated by substituting A from (57) into

+

(58)

+ A’N(M/K)p(X)’]

(59)
As mentioned earlier, only about K/M of the eigenvalues
of the correlation matrix A are significant for a KT/M FSE.
For the sameaveragesignal power at the equalizer input,
equal to the average eigenvalue
thesignificanteigenvalues are generally M/K times larger for an N-coefficient
K T / M FSE compared with the eigenvalues for an N-coefficient T-spaced equalizer. Thus the eigenvalue ratio p for an
FSE should be computed only
overthesignificanteigenvalues of A . Note that A and p for an FSE are independent
of timing phase and channel envelope delay characteristics,
and p = 1 whenthe
unequalizedamplitude
shape is
square-root of Nyquist.
cAk for
For well-behaved channels ( p approximately I),
an N-coefficient KT/M FSE, using the best initial step size
given by (55), initially convergesfaster as (1 - M / K N p
compared with (1 - l/N)k for an N-coefficient Tequalizer
using
the
same
best
initial step size.
Conversely,
an
MN/K-coefficient FSE, using a step size K / M times as
large, generally exhibits the same behavior with respect to
the convergence and steady-state value of excess M S E as an
N-coefficient T-spaced equalizer.
As a rule of thumb, the symbol-by-symbol L M S gradient
algorithmwiththe
best initial A leads to a reductionof
about 20 dB in M S E forwell-behavedchannels
( p apof the
proximately 1) in about five times the time span
equalizer. At this time it is desirable to reduce A by a factor
of 2 for the next 5
seconds to permit finer tuning of the
equalizer coefficient. Further reduction in excess MSE can
be obtained by reducing A to its steady-state value according to (57). (For distorted channels, an effective time span
of p T , , should be substituted in the above discussion.)

x,

cq

cq

C. Digital Precision Considerations
The above discussion maysuggest that it is desirable to
continue to reduce A in order to reduce the excess M S E to
zero in the steady state. However, this is not advisable in a
practical limited precisiondigitalimplementationof
the
adaptive equalizer. Observe [36] that as A is reduced, the
coefficient correction terms in (50), on the average, become
smaller than half the least significant bit of the coefficient;
adaptationstallsandthe
M S E levels off. If A is reduced
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where (X/€) can be recognized as thedesiredequalizer
input-power-to-output-MSE ratio.
a 32-tap T-spaced equalizer
As
an
example,consider
(N = 32) for a well-behaved channel
( p = 1). Select y =
0.25 (corresponding to a I-dB increase in output M S E over
),E
,,
andadesiredequalizer
output-signal-power-to-MSE
ratio of 24 dB (adequate for 9.6-kbit/s transmission). Let the
input-to-output power scale factor for this equalizer be 2,
so that
= 1027/20.
Solving (59) for B, we
find that
12-bit precision is required.
The required coefficient precision
increases by 1 bit for
each doubling of the number of coefficients, and for each
6-dB reduction in desired output MSE. However, for a given
c m i n ,each 6-dB reduction in excess MSE E,, requires a 2-bit
increase in the required coefficient precision. This becomes
the limiting factor in some adaptive filters, e.g.,an echo
canceler, which must track slow variations in system parameters inthe presence ofa large uncorrelatedinterfering
signal [108].
Note that the precision requirement imposed by the L M S
gradient adaptation algorithm is significantly more stringent
than a precision estimate based on quantization noise due
toroundoffincomputing
the sum ofproductsforthe
equalizer output. If each product is rounded individually to
B bits and then summed, the variance ofthis roundoff
Assumingan
equalizer output signal
noise is N2-”/3.
power of 1/6, the signal-to-output roundoff noise ratio is
2”/2N,
which is 54 dB for B = 1 2 and N = 32:30dB
greaterthanthedesired
24-dB signal-to-MSEratio in our
example.
Roundoff in thecoefficientupdate
process, which has
been analyzed in [7], is another source ofquantization
noise in adaptive filters. This roundoff causes deviation of
thecoefficientsfromthe
values they take wheninfinite
precisionarithmetic is used.The M S E E, contributedby
coefficient roundoff [7] is approximated by E, = N2T2’/6A.
Againusing
an output signal power value of1/6,the
signal-to-coefficient roundoff noise ratio is A2”/N. For our
example, we obtain A = 0.0375 from (59) using y = 0.25,
N = 32, p = 1, and X = 1/3. The signal-to-coefficient
roundoff noiseratio is 43dB for B = 12, which is 19 dB
greater than the desired 24-dB signal-to-MSE ratio, suggestis insignificant.
ing that the effect of coefficient roundoff
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Moreover,eachtimewereduce
A by a factorof 2, the
coefficient precision B must be increased by 1 bit in order
to prevent adaptation from stalling according to (58).This
reduction in A and the corresponding increase in B further
reduces the M S E due to coefficient roundoff by 3 dB. Using
the expression for e, given above, and A from (53, one can
rewrite (58) as
€/€r

2 6P(l + Y)/Y.

Since p 2 1 and y is typically a small fraction, the MSE due
to coefficient roundoff, cr, is alwayssmall compared to c
provided coefficient precision is sufficient to allow adaptation to continue for small desired values of y and A. Thus
coefficient roundoff noise can be neglected in the process
of estimating LMS adaptive filter precision requirements.
Simpleupdate schemes usingnonlinearmultipliers
to
produce the coefficient correctionterms have been devised
to address the precision problem and reduce implementation complexity at some penalty in performance [13]. Two
such schemes are:
1) Sign-bit multiplication update
ck+l =ck-Asgn(fi)sgn(ek).

2) Power-of-two multiplication update
ck+l

=

c& - A f ( f i ) f(ek)

(61)

where

f(x)

=

sgn (,~)2[~~g21"11

and [.I is used here to denote the greatest integer less than
or equal to the argument.
In (60)and (61), the sgn(.) and f ( . ) functions are applied
separately to each element of a vector and to the real and
imaginary parts of a complex quantity. Analysis and simulation results show[I31 that while sign-bit multiplication
update (60) suffers a significant degradation in convergence
time compared to the true LMS gradient update (50), the
loss in performance is small when the power-of-two multiplication update (61) is used.
Whenever some of the eigenvalues of the input matrix A
for an adaptive filter become vanishingly small, the output
M S E is relatively insensitive to coefficient deviations corresponding to these eigenvalues. In some practical situations
this may lead to numerical instability: when input
signals
are not adequately denseacross the entire bandwidth of
the adaptive filter (e.g., a signal consisting of a few tones
at the input to
a long adaptiveequalizer or voiceecho
canceler), or an FSE which naturally has a set of relatively
smalleigenvalues, as mentioned in Section ll-C4. In these
cases, finite precision errors tend to accumulate along the
eigenvectors (or frequency components) corresponding
to
small eigenvalues without significantly affecting the output
MSE. If a natural converging force constraining these components (e.g., background noise) is weak, andthedigital
precision errors have a bias, these fluctuations may eventually take one or more filter coefficients outside the allowed
numerical range, e.g., (-1,l). This overflow canbecatastrophic unless saturationarithmetic is used in thecoefficient update process to prevent it.
Anothersolution is to use a so-calledtap-leakage algorithm [a]
ck+l

=

- 'PICK

- Afiek

where a decay factor (1 - A p ) has been introduced into the
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usualstochasticgradientalgorithm
(50).The
tap-leakage
algorithm seeks to minimize a modified mean-square cost
function

w:c: +

4 leA21

which is a sum of the M S E and an appropriate fraction p of
the squared length of the N-dimensional coefficient vector.
The decay tends to force the coefficient magnitudesand, by
Parseval's theorem, the equalizer power
spectralresponse
toward zero. For an FSE, a value of p on the order of a small
eigenvalue is suggested [a].
The tap-leakage algorithm is similar to an adaptive predictor update algorithm for an ADPCM system [I291 where
the predictor coefficientsare forced to decay toward predetermined compromise values during silence intervals. This
prevents the effect of channel errors on the decoder adaptive predictor coefficients from persisting.
IV.

FAST CONVERGING
EQUALIZERS

The design of update algorithms to speed up the convergence of adaptive filters has been a topic of intense study
for more than a decade. Rapid convergence is important for
adaptive equalizers designed for use with channels, such as
troposcatter and HF radio, whose characteristics are subject
totime variations [87]. In voice-bandtelephoneapplications, reduction of the initial setup time of the equalizer is
important inpollingmultipoint
networks[26]where
the
centralsitereceivermust
adapt to receive typicallyshort
bursts of data from a number of transmitters over different
channels.
In this section we present an overview of three classes of
techniques devised to speed up equalizer convergence.
A. Orthogonalized LMS Algorithms
Recall from Section Ill-A that for the deterministic gradient algorithm, no single value of the stepsize A leads to
fast convergence of all thecoefficientdeviationcomponents when the eigenvalues of the equalizer input covariance matrix A have a large spread. Using the independence
assumption, the same is true regarding the convergence of
the mean of the coefficient deviations for the LMS gradient
algorithm (see (51) in Section 111-8). Theexcess M S E is a
sum of the mean-square value of each coefficient deviation
weightedbythe
corresponding eigenvalues of A . Slow
decay of some of these mean-square deviations, therefore,
slows down the convergence of the excess MSE. Substitutingthe best initial A from (55) in (54), weobtainthe
recursion

Observethat the initial decay of cAk is geometric with a
time constant of approximately Np symbol intervals. Thus
for the same length equalizer, a severely distorted channel
(p = 2) will cause therateofconvergenceofthe
LMS
gradient algorithm to be slower by a factor of 2 compared
to thatforagood
channel. The inadequacy ofthe L M S
gradient algorithm for fast start-up receivers becomes obvious if weconsider a 9.6-kbit/s, 2400-Bd modem with an
equalizer spanning 32 symbol intervals. For a severely distorted channel, more than 320 equalizer adjustments over a
133-ms interval would be required before data transmission
could begin.
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For partial-response systems [ a ] , [50], where a controlled
amount of intersymbol interference is introduced to obtain
a desiredspectral shape, theequalizerconvergenceproblem is fundamental. It can be shown that p = 2 for an ideal
cosine-shaped spectrum at the equalizer input for a Class IV
SSB partial-response [8] or a Class I QAM partial-response
[90] system. Noting this slow convergence, Chang [8] suggested the use of a prefixed weighting matrix to transform
the input signals to the equalizer tap gains to be approxiAll eigenvalues of thetransformed
matelyorthonormal.
equalizer input covariance matrix are thenapproximately
equal resulting in faster equalizer convergence.
Another orthogonalized LMS update algorithm [75], [88] is
obtained by observing that the decay of the mean ofall the
transformedcoefficientdeviationcomponentscouldbe
speeded up by using a diagonal matrix diag(Ai) instead of
the scaler A in (SI), such that each element Ai of this matrix
is the inverse of the corresponding element X i of A . Transforming diag(Ai) back totheoriginalcoordinate
system,
we obtain the orthogonalized L M S update algorithm
ck+l = =k - W e k .
As in Chang’s scheme [8],
matrix P is given by

(63)

j=O,l;..,N-l.
The update algorithm can be written in matrix notation as
ck + 1

=

no.

ck+l = ck

ek,+jy*(

kNT

+ j T - nT),

j-0

n = 0,1;..,

- A( r,* rkck

- r,*xk).

Neglecting noise and using the fact that the periodic training sequence can be designed to be white [53], i.e.,
N-1

x,$

-

=

8,k

N n-0
we have
V,* Vk = NAP and

The elements of the matrix

V,*xk = Nap.

,A
, and vector a, are given by

N-1

h*( n T - iT) h( n T - jT)

and

a;= h*( - iT)

.

where h( nT), n = 0,l;
., N - 1, are the T-spaced samples
of the periodic channel response to a sequence of periodic
impulses spaced N T secondsapart.Thus the periodic update algorithm may be written as
ck+1 = ( 1 - ANA,)ck

N - 1.

Let us denote the error sequence during the kth period by

+ Ahfa,.

(66)

Notethesimilarityof
(66) to thedeterministicgradient
algorithm (44).However, in this case the matrix A, is not
only Toeplitz but also circulant, i.e.,each row of A
,, is a
circular shift of another row.
The elements a c j of the i t h
row are the coefficients R i - , of the periodjc autocorrelation
function of the channel. The final solution to thedifference
equation (66) is the “optimum” set ofperiodicequalizer
coefficients: cpopt = Ai's,. Substituting in (a),we obtain
ck+l

N-1

(64)

where the n,j t h element of the N X N matrix Vk is given by
Substituting ek = VLck - x k , we obtain
y(kNT + j T -

A-’

As mentionedin SectionI-C,oneofthemostwidely
used [118], [I191 methods of training adaptive equalizers in
high-speedvoice-bandmodems
is based onPN training
sequences with periods significantly greater than the time
span of the equalizer. Here we discuss the techniques [70],
[76], [%I which can be used to speed up equalizer convergence in the special case when the period of the training
sequence is selected to be equal to the time span of the
equalizer.
I ) Periodic or AveragedUpdate:Consider
a training
sequence { x k } w i t h period N T fora T-spaced equalizer
with N coefficients. Let theequalizercoefficients
be adjusted periodically, every N-symbol intervals, according to
the following L M S algorithm with averaging:

k) -A

- Ak’,*e,

Ck

n-0

B. Periodic or Cyclic Equalization

QURESHI:

cn( k ) Y( kNT + j T - nT) - xkN+j,
n-0

a,,j=

where the columns of the diagonalizing matrix Vare eigenvectors of A (see (30)). In practice, A is not known beforehand, therefore, P can only approximate A-’. For instance,
in partial-response systems wherethedominant
spectral
where S
shape is known beforehand, we can use P = S1,
is the covariancematrixofthepartial-responseshaping
filter.
A practical advantage of this algorithm (63) over Chang’s
structure is that the weighting matrix is in the path of the
tap-gaincorrectionsratherthanthereceivedsignal.
The
computation required, therefore, need not be carried out to
as much accuracy.
As weshall see in Section IV-C,the fastest converging
algorithms are obtained when P is continually adjusted to
do the best job of orthogonalizing the tap-gain corrections.

+ 1) = c,(

N-1

ekN+j =

the best value of the weighting

P = V*’diag( Ai)V = V*’A-’V

c,( k

the vector ek whose j t h element is given by

- Cpopt = ( I -

- cpopt>.

(67)

For a noiseless ideal Nyquist channel R i - j = Sjj, i.e., A, = 1.
Therefore, a single averaged adjustment with A = 1/N results in perfect periodic equalization.
In general, the transformedcoefficientdeviationvector
after the k t h periodic update is given by

dk = ( I - ANA,)

k

do

where A, is adiagonalmatrix with eigenvalues Xi!, i =
0,l;
.,N - 1, equal to thecoefficientsofthedlscrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of the channel periodic autocorrelation function R,, n = 0,l; . ., N - 1. Thus
N-I

R, exp ( - j2~ni/N)

APi =
n-0

=IFH(i/NT-

k/T)

12

,

i=O,I;..,N-l.

(68)
Using these results, it can be shown that in the absence of
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noisetheperfectperiodicequalizer
has a frequencyresponse equal to the inverse of the folded channel spectrum
at N uniformly spaced discrete frequencies
H(n/NT- k/T),

C(n/NT) = 1
/

n = 0,1;..,

N - 1.

k

The excess M S E after the kth update is given by
C d k =

eThdk
N-1

XPi(l - A N h , j ) z k ~ d , ~ 2 .

=
i-0

If the initial coefficients are zero, then Idjolz= I&,

and

Each component of this sum converges provided 0 < A <
2 / ( NXpmax).
Fastest convergence is obtainedwhen A =
2/[N(Xpmax + A p m i n I l .
2) Stochastic Update: So far we have examinedthe
convergenceproperties
of theperiodicupdate
or LMS
steepest descent algorithm with averaging. It is more common, and as we shall see, morebeneficial to use the
continualor stochasticupdatemethod,where
all coefficients are adjusted in each symbolintervalaccording
to
(50). Proceeding as in Section 111-6 and noting that in the
absence of noise ekopt= 0 for a periodic input, we obtain
-

(ck+l

cpopt)

=

Afiyl)(ck

(I-

-

Cpopt)

Let us define an N X N matrix

(1- Afiyl).

Bk

Note thatsince
yk is periodic with period N , B, is a
circulant matrix and

u-’Bku

Bk+1

where the N X N cyclic shift matrix U is of the form

0

U=

1

ii

0

.

[0 1
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

.

.

=

- cpopt)

=

Bh’-IBN-2

* * ‘

(u-N+lBbuN-’)( u-N+ZBbuN-2)

= (~s,)”(co -

= (UBb)kN(CO

- ‘,opt)
f

* . a(c, - c,,)

- ‘,opt)’

(70)

The convergenceofthecoefficientdeviations,therefore,
depends on the eigenvalues of Uk. Usingthe fact that
b*bJis singular with rank 1 , after some manipulation, the
characteristic equation det(h1 Uk)= 0 can be reduced
to the form

-

AN

+ AN

N-1

XnR, - 1 = 0.
n-0
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max

I

R,exp( -j27rni/N)

0s i < N-1

or

where X,, are the eigenvalues of A, in the periodic update
method. Since (72) holds with equality only when R , = 0
for n 2 1, we reach the important conclusion for periodic
trainingthatforthe
idealNyquistchannelthestochastic
and averaged update algorithms converge equally fast, but
for all other channels the
stochastic update algorithm results in faster convergence. This behavior has also been
observed for equalizerconvergence in the presence of
random data [71].
In the presence of noise,anexactexpression
forthe
is difficult
excess MSE for the stochastic update algorithm
to derive for periodic training sequences. However, assuming zero initialcoefficients the following expression isa
good approximation toresults obtained in practice for moderately high SNR:

[(I

-

+ A 2 N h : ~ p m i n ] (73)

Ij.

Cpopt).

- cpopt)

N-1 .
..

I

IAN,,,( d

i-0

In general
(ckN

are the coefficients of the periodic autocorrelation function
ofthe
equalizer input(definedearlier
in terms ofthe
periodic impulse response of the channel). When
R, = 0
for n > 1 , corresponding to an idealNyquistchannel, all
roots of (71) are equal to the Nth rootsof (1 - ANR,).
Thus perfect equalization is obtained after N updates with
A = I / ( NR,).
Let X,,
be the maximum magnitude root of (71). Then
the coefficient deviations after every N stochastic updates
are reduced in magnitude according to (70) provided IX%,I
< 1 . Moreover,fromthemaximummodulusprincipleof
holomorphic functions [92] we have the condition that

chkN =

.

Bb(cO

R , = ( y l Y , * , ,n
, )=/ N
O, I ; * * , N - l

N-1

0

Note that UTU = UN = 1. Consider the first N updates from
time zero to N - 1. Then
(cN

Here

(71)

where X; are the roots of (71) (the effect of noise can be
R, = E [ ~ l f i + ~ ] / NFor
) an
.
ideal
includedbydefining
channel, X i = R, = 1 for all i, andthe excess MSE for
periodictraining converges to cpmin after N adjustments
with A = 1 / N , where cpmin is theminimum achievable
M S E for periodic training.
The significant difference in the convergence behavior of
the stochastic gradient algorithm for random data and periodic training is now apparent by comparing (54) and (73).
The well-controlled correlation properties of periodic training sequences tend to reduce the average settling time of
the equalizer by aboutafactorof
two compared to the
settling time in the presence of random data.
An important question regarding periodic equalization is
that once the coefficients have been optimized for a periodic training sequence, how close to optimum is that set of
coefficients for random data. The answer depends primarily
on the selected period of the trainingsequence (and hence
the equalizer span) relative to the length of the
channel
impulse response.Whentheperiod
is long enough to
contain a sufficiently largepercentage (say 95 percent) of
the energy ofthe
channelimpulse
response, the edge
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effects inthe
periodicchannel
response andequalizer
coefficients are small. In frequency-domain terms, the discretetones
oftheperiodictraining
sequence are adequately dense to obtain representative samples of the channel spectrum. Under these conditions, the excess MSE due
to the periodicity of the training
sequence is smallcompared to the excess M S E due to the large value of A which
fast initial convergence.After rapid
mustbeselectedfor
initial convergence has beenobtained in thismanner, it
may be desirable to make finer adjustments to the equalizer
using a pseudo-randomtraining sequence with a longer
period,orbegindecision-directedadaptationusingrandomized customer data.
3) Application to Fractionally SpacedEqualizers:The
averaged and stochastic update methods of periodic training are also applicable to fractionally spaced equalizers [%].
The period of the trainingsequence is still equal to the time
span of the equalizer. Thus a sequence with period NTcan
be used totrain
an equalizer withNM/K
coefficients
spaced KT/M seconds apart.
The equalizer coefficients may be adjusted periodically,
every N symbol intervals, according to the averaged update
algorithm

+ 1) = c,(

k) -A

ekN+jy*( kNT - j T - nKT/M),
j-0

n = 0,1;..,

NM/K - 1.

In the absence of noise, the elements of the matrix A, and
vector a, (given in (65) for a T-spaced equalizer) are given
below for a KT/M-spaced equalizer
N-1

h*( n T - iKT/M)h( n T - jKT/M)

ai,j =
n-0

and
ai = h*(

- ~KT/M).

The matrix A, is no longer Toeplitz or circulant and, therefore, its eigenvalues cannot be obtained by DFT techniques
(68). However, it canbe
shownthatthe
N significant
eigenvalues are samples of the channel folded power spectrum, that is,

X;,

=

(M/K)~IH(~/NT-~ / T ) I * ,

i=

o,~,..., N - I

k

( 74)
and the remaining N(M - K)/K eigenvalues are zero. The
frequency response of the perfect periodic equalizer
at N
uniformly spaced discrete frequencies is given by
C(n/NT)

=

H*(n/NT)/zIH(n/NT-

k/T)12,

k

n = 0,1;..,

NM/K

- 1.

Starting with zero initial coefficients, the excess M S E after
the kth averaged update is related to the eigenvalues (74)
according to
N-1

Ephk

(I

=

-

ANA,;)^'.

i-0

If thechannelfoldedpower
spectrum is flat, i.e., X;, =
M/K, i = 0,1;..,
N - 1, then a single averaged update
which also
with A = K / M N results in a matchedfilter
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N-I

where
2N-1

R, = (I/N)

N-1

c,( k

removes intersymbol interference. In contrastwith T-spaced
equalizers, the idealamplitude shape oftheunequalized
system
for
fast convergence of
fractionally
a
spaced
equalizer is a square root of Nyquist rather than Nyquist.
Moreover,the convergenceof an FSE is notaffectedby
sampler timing phase or channel delay distortion since the
channel power spectrum and hence ;X,, are independent of
phase-related parameters.
The stochastic update algorithm (50) for periodic training
of fractionally spaced equalizers can be analyzed along the
T/2-spaced
linesof
Section IV-62. For instance, fora
equalizer, neglecting noise, the coefficient deviation recursion (70) still applies. However, all matrices are n o w 2 N X
2N and the cyclic shift matrix
U now produces a double
shift. The eigenvalues of Ut& are the roots of the characteristic equation det(A/ - Ut&)= 0, or

~(kT/2)y*(kT/2

+ nT),

k-0

n = 0,1;**, N - 1

are the T-spaced samples of the channel periodic autocorrelation. Note that half the roots of (75) are the Nth roots of
unity. Coefficient deviation components corresponding to
these roots d o not converge. Appropriate selection of initial
coefficients, e.g., co = 0, ensures that these components are
zero.Theremainingrootsof
(75)are dependent onthe
propertiesof R,, whose DFTmaybe
recognized tobe
equal to the samples of the channel folded power spectrum
(74). Therefore, like the averaged updatealgorithm,the
is also
convergence ofthe
stochastic updatealgorithm
independent of phase-related parameters. When the folded
power spectrum is flat, R, = R, Sno, perfect equalization
can be obtained in N adjustments with A = I/NR,. When
the channel power spectrum is not Nyquist ( R , # 0, n 2 I),
the maximum modulus principle (72) applies ensuring that
the stochastic update algorithm will result in faster convergence than that obtained by periodic
oraveraged update.
Comments with regard to theselection of an adequately
long period of the training sequence given in Section IV-62
still apply.
4) Accelerated Processing: One technique for reducing
the effective settling time of an equalizer involves performing equalizer coefficient update iterations as often as permissiblebythecomputational
speed limitations of the
implementation. For instance, for a periodic equalizer, one
period of the received sequence of samples may be stored
in the equalizer delay line and iterative updates using the
averaged or stochastic update algorithm may be made at a
rate faster thanthe usual[76].This
updaterate may be
selected to beindependentofthemodemsymbolrate
since the sequence
of
samples
already
stored in the
equalizerdelay line maybe circularlyshifted as often as
required to producenewoutput
samples.Based on each
such output new coefficient correction terms can be computed using a circularshiftof
the locally stored periodic
training sequence. Thus after the equalizer delay
line has
been filled witha set of received samples, the best periodic
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equalizer for that particular set of received samples can be
determined almost instantly byaccelerated processing given
unlimited computational speed. If this set of received samples is representative of the channel response to the periodic training sequence then the equalizer obtained by such
accelerated processing is a good approximation to the optimum periodic equalizer. However, all sources of aperiodicity, e.g., initial transients and noise, in these received samples degrade performance, since new received samples are
not used in this method to reduce the effect of noise by
averaging. Modified versions of the accelerated processing
method are possible which reprocess
some
previously
processed samples and then accept a new input sample as
it becomesavailable,thusupdatingtheequalizer
coefficients several times per symbol interval.
5) Orthogonalized Periodic Equalizer: As discussed in
LMS gradient alSection IV-A, the convergenceofthe
gorithm can be improved by inserting
an orthogonalizing
matrix P in the path of the coefficient corrections (63).The
desiredvalue of P is the inverse oftheequalizer
input
correlation matrix A. For a periodic equalizer the average
update algorithm (64)can be modified in a similar manner
to

However, in this case the orthogonalizing matrix P can be
replaced by a single inverse filter in the path of the periodic
equalizer input sequence before it is used for coefficient
adjustment [%I. This simplification is a consequence of the
fact that, as discussed in Section IV-B1, the input correlation
matrix A, for a T-spaced periodic equalizer is Toeplitz and
circulant. The inverse P o f the circulant matrix NAP is also
circulant. For periodic input, the transformation performed
by P is equivalent to a nonrecursive filtering operation (or
periodicconvolution)with
coefficientsequal to theelements of the first row of P.
The fast settling periodic equalizer structurewith a single
inverse filter is also applicable when the equalizer coefficients are updated symbol-by-symbol. The modified stochastic update algorithm is given by
N-I

cn(k -t 1) = c,(k)

-bek p,y*(kT

-jT-

nT),

j-0

n = 0,1;.-,

N - 1.

A block diagram of the equalizer structure and performance
curves showing significant improvement in the settling time
for partial response Q A M systems are given in [%I.
6) DiscreteFourier TransformTechniques:
Throughout
the discussion on periodicequalization,we
have taken
advantage of the circulant property of the equalizer input
t o use the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for analysis. As
pointed out in Section IV-61, in the absence of noise the
perfect periodic equalizer has a frequency response equal
to theinverse ofthefolded
channelspectrum at N uniformly spaced frequencies. Therefore, the equalizer coefficients can be directly obtained by transmitting a periodic
training sequenceandusingthe
following stepsat
the
receiver [43], [70], [%I:
1) Compute the DFT of one period of the equalizer input
N
I

ykexp(-jZnik/N),
i=O,I;..,N-l.

y;=
k-0
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2) Compute the desired equalizer spectrum according to

C ; = X ; ~ * / I ~ 1 2 , i=O,I;.*,N-l
where X i i s the precomputed DFT of the training sequence.
3) Compute the inverse DFT of the equalizer spectrum to
obtain the periodic equalizer coefficients
N-I

c, = (I/N)

Ciexp(j2ani/N),

n - 0,1;--,

N - 1.

i-0

A numberofmodifications
maybemade
to improve
performanceof
thisdirectcomputationmethod
inthe
presence of noise and other distortions, such as frequency
translation, which adversely affect periodicity. For instance,
when the equalizer input is not strictly periodic with period
N T due to channel-induced frequency translation, its DFT
at anyfrequency suffers from interference from adjacent
components. The effect of this interference
canbe minimized by windowing a longer sequence of input samples
beforetakingthe
DFT.The windowfunctionshouldbe
selected such that its Fourier transform has reduced sidelobe energy while preserving the property of zero response
at 1/NT-hertz intervals. A 2NT second triangular window
has both these properties [43].A second minor modification
can be made to step 2 by adding a constant estimate of the
expected flat noise power spectral components to the denominator.

C. Recursive Least Squares (RLS) Algorithms
The orthogonalized L M S algorithms of Section IV-A can
provide rapid convergence when the overall received signal
spectral shape is known beforehand;
for
example, in
partial-response systems. In certain voice-band modem applications special training sequences can be used to design
fast equalizer startup algorithms, such as those in the last
section. However, in general, a self-orthogonalizing method,
such as one of the RLS algorithms described in this section,
is required for rapidly tracking
adaptive equalizers (or filters)
when neither the reference signal nor the input (received)
signal (or channel) characteristics can be controlled.
As discussed in earlier sections, the rate of convergence
of the output MSE of an LMS gradient adaptive equalizer is
adverselyaffected by theeigenvalue spread oftheinput
covariancematrix. This slowconvergence is due to the
fundamentallimitationofa
singleadjustable
stepsize
parameterA in the L M S gradientalgorithm. If theinput
covariance matrix is known a priori then an orthogonalized
L M S gradient algorithm can be derived, as in Section IV-A,
where the scalar A is replacedby a matrix P. Most rapid
is the inverse ofthe
convergence is obtainedwhenP
equalizer input covariancematrixA,thusrendering
the
adjustments to theequalizercoefficientsindependentof
one another.
In [41],Codard applied the Kalman filter algorithm to the
L M S equalizercoefficientvectorunder
estimationofthe
some assumptions on the equalizer output error and input
statistics. The resulting algorithm has since been recognized
to be thefastest known equalizer adaptation algorithm. It is
an ideal self-orthogonalizing algorithm [37]in that the receivedequalizer input signalsare used tobuildupthe
inverse of the input covariance matrix which is applied to
the coefficient adjustment process. A disadvantage of the
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Kalmanalgorithm is that it requires on theorderof
N2
operationsperiterationfor
an equalizer with N coefficients.
Falconer and Ljung[20] showed that the Kalman equalizer
adaptationalgorithm canbe derived as a solution to the
exact least squares problem without any statistical assumptions. An advantage of this approach
is that the “shifting
property”previously used for fastrecursiveleastsquares
identification algorithms [73]can be applied to the equalizer
adaptationalgorithm.
This resulted in theso-called fast
Kalman algorithm [20] which requires on theorderof
N
operations per iteration.
A third class of recursive least squares algorithms known
as adaptive lattice algorithms [I271 were first described for
adaptive identification in [74] and for adaptive equalization
in [63], [%I, and [97]. Like the fast Kalman algorithm, adaptive lattice algorithms are recursive in time, requiring of the
orderof N operations per iteration.However,unlikethe
Kalmanalgorithms,adaptivelatticealgorithms
are orderrecursive. That is, the number of equalizer coefficients (and
the corresponding lattice filtersections) can be increased to
N 1 without affecting the already computed parameters
oftheNth-order
equalizer.Lowsensitivityofthelattice
is
a
further adcoefficients to numericalperturbations
vantage.
In the remainder of this section, we shall briefly review
the leastsquare criterionand its variants, introducethe
“shifting property” and the structure of the fast Kalman and
adaptive lattice algorithms, and summarize some important
results, complexity estimates, and stability considerations.
1) TheLeastSquares
Criterion: The performanceindex
for recursive least squares (RLS) algorithms is expressed in
terms of a time average instead of a statistical or ensemble
average as in L M S algorithms. The RLS equalizer adaptation
algorithm is required to generate the N-coefficient vector
c, at time n which minimizes the sum of all squared errors
as if c, were used over all the past received signals, i.e., c,
minimizes

+

given by
n

w”-ky*k

a, =

(77)
This leads to theso-called prewindowed RLS algorithm,
wheretheinput
samples yk areassumed to be zerofor
k < 0.
In order topermit trackingofslow
time variations,a
decay factor w with a value slightly less than unity may be
introduced. The resulting exponentially windowed RLS algorithm minimizes
n

k-0

The minimizing vector c, is the solution of the discretetime Wiener-Hopf equation obtainedby setting the derivative of (78) with respect to c, to zero.Thus we have the
solution
c, = A i 1 a,

where the N X N estimated covariance matrix is given by
n

k-0

QURESHI:

estimatedcross-correlationvector

is

gxk.

is the equalizer output error and

where e, = x , - y;c,,-,

k, = A i l g

is the Kalmangainvector.
Thepresence ofthe
inverse
estimated covariance matrix in (81) explains the insensitivity
of the rate of convergenceofthe
RLS algorithms tothe
channel characteristics.
In the Kalman algorithm [41], the inverse matrix P, = A i 1
and the Kalmangainvector
are computedrecursively
according t o

and
Pn

=

[ E-1

- kn~,T~n-l]/w.

(82)

The order of N2complexity of this algorithm is due to the
P,. This computation is
explicit recursivecomputationof
also susceptible to roundoff noise.
Two other variations of the prewindowed and exponentiallywindowed
leastsquares
criteria are the“growing
memory” covariance and “sliding window” covariance performance indices defined as
Wk-,lXk

k-0

+

The parameter 6 is selected as a small positive number to
ensure that A, is nonsingular. The matrix A,, and vector a,
are akin to the statistical autocorrelation matrix and crosscorrelation vector encountered in the L M S analysis. However, in this case A, is not a Toeplitzmatrix even for
T-spaced equalizers.
It can beshown [87] thatgiven c,,-~, thecoefficient
vector for time n can be generated recursively accordingto

n

andtheN-element

-

k-0

- y:c,12

k-N-I

and
n
Ixk

- YkTcn12

k=n-L+1

respectively,where N is thenumberof equalizer coefficients and L is the fixed length of the sliding window. The
sliding window methodis equivalent to a block least squares
approach, where the block is shifted by one sample and a
new optimum coefficient vector is determined each sample
time.
2) TheFast Kalman Algorithm: Consider the input
vector Y,,-~ at time n - 1 for a T-spaced equalizer of length N.
The vector y, at time n is obtained by shifting the elements
of Y,,-~ by one,discardingtheoldest
sample y,-,,,, and
adding a new sample y,. This shifting property is exploited
byusing leastsquare linearprediction. Thusan efficient
recursive algorithm can bederived [20] forupdatingthe
Kalman gain vector k , without explicit computation of the
inverse matrix P,,. Here we shall briefly examine the role of
forwardandbackwardpredictioninthe
fast Kalmanalgorithm. See [20] for a more detailed derivation generalized
to fractionally spaced and decision-feedback equalizers.
Let F,,-l be a vector of N forward predictor coefficients
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which minimizes the weighted sum of squares of the forward prediction error f, between the new input sample y,
and a prediction based on the vector Y , - ~ . That is, Fn-l
minimizes
n

W"-klfk12

k-0

where
fk

Yk

- 6 -TI Y k - 1 .

The leastsquares forwardpredictorcoefficients
updated recursively according to

+ k,-,f,.

F, = Fn-l

(83)

The transformed received signal components are then linearlyweightedby
a set of equalizer coefficientsand
summed to produce the equalizer output. We shall briefly
review the gradient [%] and least squares [87], [97] forms of
adaptivelatticealgorithmsfor
linear T-spaced complex
equalizers. See [78] and [52] for generalization of the least
squares AL algorithm to fractionally spaced and decisionfeedback equalizers.
The structure of an adaptive lattice gradient equalizer is
shown in Fig. 26. An N-coefficient equalizer uses N - 1

can be
ae*OvLass

(W

..+

Similarly, the vector B,,-l of N backward predictor coefficients permits prediction of the old discarded sample yndN
given the vector y,. Thus we have the backward error
bn

=

Yn-N

- B:-lYn

(85)

and the update equation

+ k,b,

B, = B,-,

The updated Kalman gain vector k,, which is notyet
available, can be obtained as follows. Define

C

Yn

- CYn-1

as the error between y, andits
updated forward predictor. Let
E, =

WE,-,

(86)

prediction based on the
Fig.

+ C*f,

betheestimatedexponentiallyweighted
squared prediction error. Then the augmented or extended Kalman gain
vector with N 1 elements is given by

+

where the dashed lines indicate partitions of the vector k,.
Finally, theupdated backwardpredictor vector and the
Kalman gain vector are given by the recursive relationships
Bn

=

iBn-1

+

~ n b n ] /[ l

- ~nbnI

26.

(89)

latticefilter stages.Each symbol interval a new received
sample y ( n ) enters stage 1. The mth stage produces t w o
signals f,(n) and b,(n) which are used as inputs by stage
m 1. These signals correspond to the forward and backward prediction errors,respectively, of mth-order forward
andbackwardlinear
LMS predictors. The two predictors
have identical so-called reflectioncoefficients k , forthe
mth stage. Attime n, theprediction errorsare updated
according t o

+

6(.)

Pn

+

BnPn

(90)

where K, and pn are the N-element and scalar partitions,
respectively, of the augmented Kalman gain vector defined
in (SS).
Thematrixcomputations
(82) involved in the Kalman
algorithm are replaced in the fast Kalman algorithm by the
recursions (83) through (90) which use forward and backward predictors t o update the Kalman gain vector as a new
input sample y, is received and the oldest sample Y , , - ~ is
discarded.
A fast exact initialization algorithm for the interval 0 d n
< N given in [IO]avoids the choice ofa stabilizing 6 in (79)
and the resulting suboptimality of the solution at n = N.
3) AdaptiveLattice Algorithms: The Kalman and fast
Kalman algorithms obtain their fast convergence by orthogonalizing the adjustments made to the coefficients of an
ordinary linear transversal equalizer. Adaptivelattice (AL)
algorithms, on the other hand, use a lattice filter structure
t o orthogonalize a set of received signal components [127].
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= 4(n) = Y(n)

f,( n )

-1
k-1( n) - k,(

b,( n )

b,-,(

and for m = I;..,

and
kn

Gradient adaptive lattice equalizer.

(87)

(9)

N

n - I)

n

- 1) b,-1(

- k,(

n

n - 1)

- I) fm-,(

n).

(92)

(93)

The reflectioncoefficients are updated tominimizethe
sum of the mean-square value of the forward and backward
prediction errors. That is,

k,( n ) = k,( n

- 1)

+ [ e-,(n)bm( n) + b:->( n - 1) L( n > ] / v m (94)
where
D;n =

w.,(n - 1 )

+ If,-,(n)12 + Ib,-l(

n

- 1)12.

(95)

The equalizer output for each stage is computed according
to
zm(n) = z,-1(n)

+ c,(n

- l)brn(n)t

m = 0,1;-.,

N - 1. (96)

The final output ~ ~ - ~ is( used
n ) during data mode to
compute the receiver decision x(n). Initially, a reference
signal x(n) is substituted for the receiver decision in order
t o compute the error signals
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e,(n)=x(n)-z,(n),

The last step in the algorithm
update equation

m=O,I;..,N-l.

(97)

is theequalizercoefficient

Equations (91)-(98) definethegradient
AL equalizer algorithm.
One important property of the lattice structure is that as
the reflection coefficients converge, the backward prediction errors b,( n), m = 0,l; . -,N - 1, form a vector b ( n ) of
orthogonal signal components, i.e.,

dated to minimize the weighted sum of squared forward
andbackwardprediction
errors, respectively. The
least
squares AL algorithm fora T-spaced complexequalizer is
summarized below.
At time n, the inputs to the first lattice stageareset to
the newly received sample, i.e.,

r,(n) =

4(") = Y ( n )

€A(

I$( n ) = WE;( n - 1) + v*( n) y( n) (loo)

(99)

and
n) =

where €h(n) and c ( n ) are theestimated
sum ofthe
squared forward andbackward prediction errors,respectively, at stage m. Next, the order updatesare performed for
m = 1,. , N - I

..

the received
The vector b ( n ) is atransformedversionof
vector y( n ) with elements y ( n ) , y ( n- I);. ., y(n - N + 1).
This transformation is performed by an N X N lower triangular matrix L according to b( n) = Ly( n), where 1 is formed
bythebackwardpredictorcoefficientsoforder
m, m =
1 , . . ., N - 1 , The prediction error b,+,(n) is given by
=

Y( n - m ) -

C B m ( j ) V( n - m + j )

+ tm(n - 1) fm-l( n )

(101)

the forward prediction errors
n) =

fm(

fm-l(

n) -

G
,
(

n

-

n - 1)

(102)

the backward prediction error

bm(n )

m

b,,,+,( n )

n - 1)

K,( n) = wK,(

n

=

- 1) - H,(

n - 1) f m - l ( n ) (103)

the lattice coefficient for forward prediction

j-1

where the predictor coefficients
8 oforder m and lower
can all be derived from the first m reflection coefficients kj,
j = 1,. . ., m.
The lower triangular form oftheabovetransformation
permits a simple way to increase the length or order of the
lattice equalizer since theexisting prediction errors and
equalizercoefficientsremainunchangedwhenanother
stage is added. The prediction errors at the mth stageare
notfunctionsofthereflectioncoefficients
at succeeding
stages as can be seen from Fig. 26, (92), and (93). The lattice
equalizer is, therefore, order-recursive as well as time-recursive.
A computationally complex (requiring larger number of
computations) but faster converging leastsquares form of
the AL equalizer results whentheperformanceindexor
cost function to be minimized is theexponentially windowed sum of squarederrors given in (78) instead of the
M S E . The structureofthe
leastsquares AL equalizer is
shownin Fig.27.
Notethatthelatticecoefficientsfor
forward andbackward prediction for any ofthelattice
stagesare no longer equal,each being independently up-

Gn( n )

= Krn(n)/Eb,-l(n -

(104)

1)

the lattice coefficient for backward prediction
KZ( n)/€h-l( n)

Hm( n)

(105)

and
E;( n) =

~k(n=
)
tm(

=

Gm(n ) K g ( n)

(106)

- Hrn(n)Krn(n)

(107)

n) ~:-1(n)

.)I

[I - ~ r n - l (

~ m (n ) = yrn-l(

(108)

bz-1( n )

n) + It,( n) 1 2 / C - 1 (

(109)

N o w the equalizer output can be computed according to
zm(

= zm-l( n> + [ C m ( n

-

l)/c-l(
n 111
-

bm-l(

n),

m = 0,1;..,N - 1 . (110)

Thefinalequalized
signal is givenby ~ , + ~ ( n )The
.
error
signals are computed and the corresponding equalizer coefrn = 0,l; -,N - 1
ficient updates are performedfor
according to

.

em(

= X ( n)

- zm(

(111)

and
(c,

Fig. 27.

QURESHI:

Least squaresadaptive lattice equalizer.

n ) = wc,( n

- I)

+ tm( n ) e , - , (

n).

(112)

Equations (99) through (112) definethe leastsquares AL
algorithm.
4) Complexity and Numerical Stability: In the preceding
sections, we have presented an overviewofthree
basic
formsof recursive leastsquares equalizationalgorithms.
Fast RLS algorithms are still being actively studiedto reduce
computational complexity,
specially
for
"multichannel"
(fractionally spaced and decision-feedback) equalizers, and
toimprovestabilitywhenlimited
precisionarithmetic is
used. Some of the recent results are reported in [IO], [Ill,
and [52].
Accuratecountsofthenumberofmultiplications,
additions/subtractions, and divisions are hard to summarize
due to the large number of variations of the RLS algorithms
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which have beenreportedinthe
literature. In thetable
below, the number of operations (multiplications and divisions) required per iteration is listed for T- and T/Z-spaced
transversal equalizersof
span NT seconds forthe
LMS
gradient, Kalman, fast Kalman/fasttransversal,
and RLS
lattice algorithms. In each case, the smallest number of
operations is given from the complexity estimates reported
in [78], [IO], and [52].
Number of Operations per Iteration
T/2 T Equalizer
4N
2N
L M S gradient
2N2 + 5N
8N2 + 10N
Kalman
7 N + 14
24N + 45
Fast Kalman/fast transversal
15N - 11
46N
RLS lattice

Algorithm

Equalizer

The fast Kalman is themostefficienttype
of RLS algorithm.
However,
compared
to the LMS gradient algorithm, the fast Kalman algorithm is still about four times
as complex for Tequalizers and six times for T/2 equalizers.
its
The RLS latticealgorithm is still in contention due to
better numerical stability and order-recursive structure, despite a two-fold increase in computational complexity over
the fast Kalman algorithm.
The discussion on RLS algorithms would not be complete
without a comment on the numerical problems associated
with these algorithms in steady-state operation. Simulation
studies have reported the tendency of RLS algorithms implemented with finite precision to becomeunstableand
the adaptive filter coefficients to diverge [IO], [&I, [52], [78],
[126].This is due to the long-term accumulation of finite
precision errors. Amongthedifferent
types of RLS algorithms, the fast Kalman or fast transversal type algorithms
are the most prone to instability [&I, [78]. In [78] instability
was reportedto
occur when an exponential weighting
factor w 1 wasused for the fast Kalman algorithm implemented with single-precision floating-point arithmetic. The
Kalman and RLS lattice algorithms did not show this instability. A sequential processing dual-channel version of
the
RLS lattice algorithm for a DFE is reported to be stable even
I O - to 12-bit accuracy [52].
for fixed-point arithmetic with
However, in [IO] an “unnormalized” RLS lattice algorithm is
shownto becomeunstable.Normalized
versions of fast
transversal [IO] and RLS lattice[I271algorithms are more
stable but both require square roots, the lattice type having
greater computational complexity.
The stability of RLS algorithms can be improved [IO], [ a ] ,
[I261 bymodificationofthe
leastsquares criterion,and
periodic reinitialization of the algorithm to avoid precision
error buildup. The modified criterion takes into account the
squaredmagnitudeofthedifferenceofthefiltercoefficients from their initial (or restart) values. The rationale for
thisso-called soft constraint[IO] is the same as forthe
stochastic gradient algorithm with tap leakage discussed in
Section Ill-C.
For a short transition period following
each reinitialization, while the RLS algorithm is reconverging, an auxiliary
L M S adaptive filter is used to compute outputs. Results of
four variations oftheperiodic
restart procedurefor
an
adaptive decision feedback equalizer are given in [126].
V.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Adaptiveequalizationandthemore
general fieldof
adaptive filtering have been areas of active research and
development for more than two decades. It is, therefore,
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tempting to state that no substantial further work remains
to be done. However, this has not been the case in the last
decade despite how mature the field appeared in 1973 [59].
In fact, a number of the topics covered in this paper;e.g.,
fractionally spacedequalizers, decision-aided IS1 cancellation, and fast recursive leastsquares algorithms, were not
yetfullyunderstood
or were yet to bediscovered. Of
course, tremendous strides have since been made in implementationtechnologywhich
have spawned newapplications, e.g., digital subscriber loops, and pushed existing
applicationstowardtheirlimits,
e.g., 256-QAMdigital radios and voice-band modems with rates approaching 19.2
kbits/s. Programmable digital signal processors now permit
implementation of ever more sophisticated and computationally complex algorithms; and so the study and research
must continue-in new directions. There is still more work
to be done in adaptive equalization of nonlinearities with
memory and in equalizer algorithms for coded modulation
systems. However, the emphasis has already shifted from
adaptive equalization theory toward the more general theory and applications of adaptive filters, and toward structures and implementation technologies which are uniquely
suited to particular applications.
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